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Abstract
Let n ≥ 1 and let p be a prime. Expand j ∈ [0, pn−1]\(p) p-adically as j =
∑
s≥0 asp
s
with as ∈ [0, p − 1]. The #([0, j]\(p))th Z(p)[ζpn ]-linear elementary divisor of the
cyclotomic Dedekind embedding
Z(p)[ζpn ]⊗Z(p) Z(p)[ζpn ] ✲
✄
✂
∏
i∈(Z/pn)∗
Z(p)[ζpn ]
has valuation
−1 +
∑
s≥0
(as(s+ 1)− as+1(s+ 2)) p
s
at 1− ζpn . There is a similar result for the related cyclic Wedderburn embedding.
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0.1 Objectives
In this note, we consider an extension of discrete valuation rings S ⊆ T , with s ∈ S and
t ∈ T generating the respective maximal ideals. Let K be the field of fractions of S, let
L be the field of fractions of T and assume L over K to be finite galois of Galois group G
of order m = |G|. Moreover, assume T = S[ϑ] for some ϑ ∈ T . We restrict the Dedekind
isomorphism
L⊗K L ✲
∼
∏
σ∈G
L
x⊗ y ✲ (xyσ)σ∈G,
the injectivity of which ensues from Dedekind’s Lemma, to the locally integral situation
T ⊗S T ✲
✄
✂
∏
σ∈G
T.
This embedding is no longer an isomorphism in general; in fact, the square of its T -linear
determinant is just the discriminant of T over S. Being a T -linear map, we can ask for
its elementary divisors, or, more precisely, for an elementary divisor diagonalization.
Once such a diagonalization obtained, we may use the image of T ⊗S T inside
∏
σ∈G T ,
instead of T ⊗S T itself, to calculate Hochschild (co)homology of T . For instance, we
may ask for these (co)homology groups with coefficients in T , equipped with a galois
twisted T -T -bimodule structure (the untwisted case being due to M. Larsen and A.
Lindenstrauss [LL 92, 1.6.2] and to the Buenos Aires Cyclic Homology group [BACH
91, prop. 1.3]).
3The cyclotomic Dedekind embedding shall be studied in more detail, where T = Z(p)[ζpn]
and S = Z(p), for n ≥ 1, p a prime, and where, in general for m ≥ 1, ζm denotes a
primitive mth root of unity over Q.
This cyclotomic case leads to a related question, which is to give an elementary divisor
diagonalization for the cyclic Wedderburn embedding. Given m ≥ 1, and letting cm
denote a generator of the cyclic group Cm of m elements, this embedding results from
restricting the rational Wedderburn isomorphism
Q(ζm)Cm ✲
∼
∏
j∈[0,m−1]
Q(ζm)
cm ✲ (ζ
j
m)j∈[0,m−1],
to the integral situation
Z[ζm]Cm ✲
✄
✂
∏
j∈[0,m−1]
Z[ζm],
which is likewise no longer an isomorphism for m > 1, the square of its Z[ζm]-linear deter-
minant being ±mm. Now the cyclotomic Dedekind embedding may be viewed, considered
as a diagram, as a quotient of the corresponding cyclic Wedderburn embedding.
This consideration in turn gives rise to the question for a closed description of the image
of the cyclic Wedderburn embedding in the absolute case, i.e. of
ZCm ✲
✄
✂
∏
d |m
Z[ζd]
cm ✲ (ζd)d |m.
0.2 Results
0.2.1 Hochschild (co)homology with twisted coefficients
We choose a total ordering on G, (σ0, . . . , σm−1), in such a way that σ0 = 1T , and such
that ∑
i∈[0,j−1]
vt(ϑ
σj − ϑσi) ≤
∑
i∈[0,j−1]
vt(ϑ
σk − ϑσi)
for each j ∈ [0, m− 1] and each k ∈ [j + 1, m− 1], where vt denotes the t-adic valuation.
Let Ti denote T , considered as a T -T -bimodule with untwisted left multiplication and
σi-twisted right multiplication by T . Let ϕ :=
∑
k∈[1,m−1] vt(ϑ− ϑ
σk).
The Hochschild homology of T , over the ground ring S and with coefficients in Ti, i ∈
[0, m− 1], is given in dimension j ≥ 0 by
Hj(T, T0;S) ≃


T for j = 0
T/tϕT for j odd
0 for j even, j ≥ 2
and by
Hj(T, Ti;S) ≃

 0 for j oddT/(ϑσi − ϑ)T for j even
4for i ∈ [1, m− 1]. The Hochschild cohomology is given by
Hj(T, T0;S) ≃


T for j = 0
0 for j odd
T/tϕT for j even, j ≥ 2
and by
Hj(T, Ti;S) ≃

 T/(ϑ
σi − ϑ)T for j odd
0 for j even
for i ∈ [1, m− 1] (1.17).
0.2.2 Elementary divisors of the cyclotomic Dedekind embedding
Let n ≥ 1 and let p be a prime. Expand j ∈ [0, pn−1]\(p) p-adically as j =
∑
s≥0 asp
s with
as ∈ [0, p − 1]. The #([0, j]\(p))th Z(p)[ζpn]-linear elementary divisor of the cyclotomic
Dedekind embedding
Z(p)[ζpn] ⊗Z(p) Z(p)[ζpn] ✲
✄
✂
δpn ∏
i∈(Z/pn)∗ Z(p)[ζpn]
ζkpn ⊗ ζ
l
pn
✲ (ζk+ilpn ),
where k, l ∈ [0, pn−1(p− 1)− 1], has valuation
−1 +
∑
s≥0
(as(s+ 1)− as+1(s+ 2)) p
s
at 1− ζpn (2.7).
0.2.3 The cyclic Wedderburn embedding
Expand j ∈ [0, pn − 1] p-adically as j =
∑
s≥0 asp
s with as ∈ [0, p − 1]. The (j + 1)st
Z(p)[ζpn]-linear elementary divisor of the localized cyclic Wedderburn embedding
Z(p)[ζpn]Cpn ✲
✄
✂
ωpn ∏
j∈Z/pn Z(p)[ζpn]
cpn ✲ (ζ
j
pn)j∈Z/pn
has valuation ∑
s≥0
(as − as+1)(s+ 1)p
s
at 1− ζpn (3.15). We can render this result a bit more precise and a bit more general, in
that we can diagonalize the cyclic Wedderburn embedding
Z[ζm]Cm ✲
✄
✂
ωm ∏
j∈Z/m Z[ζm]
cm ✲ (ζ
j
m)j∈Z/m
5for m ≥ 1, regardless whether Z[ζm] is a principal ideal domain (3.8). For l ∈ [0, m− 1],
the (l + 1)th diagonal entry becomes
mζ (l
2)
m∏
j∈[1,l](1− ζ
j
m)
.
0.2.4 The absolute cyclic Wedderburn embedding
It suffices to consider the primary parts of m separately, i.e. we may assume m = pn (cf.
5.18). In this case, the absolute cyclic Wedderburn embedding is given by
ZCpn ✲
✄
✂
ωZ,pn ∏
i∈[0,n]
Z[ζpi]
cpn ✲ (ζpi)i∈[0,n].
We derive from the pullback of Kervaire and Murthy [KM 77] the following triangular
system of ties, i.e. of congruences of tuple entries, that describe its image.
Let ϕ denote Euler’s function. For m ≥ 1 and j ∈ Z, we let [j]m ∈ [0, m − 1] be such
that [j]m ≡m j. Let ∂ denote Kronecker’s delta. The image of the absolute Wedderburn
embedding is given by
(ZCpn)ωZ,pn =



 ∑
j∈[0,ϕ(pi)−1]
xi,jζ
j
pi


i∈[0,n]
, xi,j ∈ Z
∣∣∣∣∣∣
for l ∈ [1, n] and j ∈ [0, ϕ(pn−l)− 1] we have xn−l,j ≡pl
∑
i∈[0,l−1]
pl−1−i·
·
∑
k∈[1,p−1]
(
xn−i,j−pn−l+kpn−1−i − (1− ∂l,n)xn−i,[j]
pn−l−1
−pn−l−1+kpn−1−i
) 

⊆
∏
i∈[0,n]
Z[ζpi].
The elementary divisors of ωZ,pn over Z are given by p
i with multiplicity ϕ(pn−i) for
i ∈ [0, n] (5.14).
Kleinert gives a system of ties that describes the image of the absolute Wedderburn
embedding ZCm ✲
ωZ,m ∏
d|m Z[ζd] in terms of certain prime ideals of the rings Z[ζd], d|m, in
case m is a positive squarefree integer [Kl 81, p. 550]. In loc. cit., this description is used
as a tool to study units in dihedral group rings.
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Notation 0.1
(o) Composition of maps is written on the right, ✲
a ✲b = ✲
ab
.
(i) If ϕ is a map of A-modules, A a commutative ring, and p a prime ideal of A, we sometimes denote
the localization ϕp merely by ϕ. If m ≥ 1, we denote the ring of m ×m-matrices with entries in
A by (A)m.
(ii) If x, y are elements of some set, we let ∂x,y := 1 if x = y and ∂x,y := 0 if x 6= y.
(iii) For integers a, b, we denote [a, b] := {x ∈ Z | a ≤ x ≤ b} and [a, b[ := {x ∈ Z | a ≤ x < b}.
(iv) For a, b ≥ 0, we let the binomial coefficient
(a
b
)
be equal to zero if b > a.
(v) Let ⊗ = ⊗Z (i.e. ⊗ = ⊗Q over Q).
Let m ≥ 1.
(vi) For a prime p, we let m[p] := pvp(m) denote the p-part of m.
(vii) Let ϕ denote Euler’s function, ϕ(m) := m
∏
p|m(1− p
−1). Let Φm(X) denote the m-th cyclotomic
polynomial, i.e. the irreducible factor of Xm − 1 ∈ Q[X ] that does not divide Xm
′
− 1 for any
m′|m, m′ 6= m. Hence deg Φm(X) = ϕ(m).
(viii) Let ζm denote a primitive mth root of unity over Q, with minimal polynomial µζm,Q(T ) = Φm(T ).
Let cm denote a generator of the cyclic group Cm of m elements.
1 Vandermonde
We diagonalize the polynomial Vandermonde matrix rationally. Specializing under the
assumption that the diagonalizing matrices become integral, we obtain an elementary divisor
form, i.e. a diagonal matrix in which each subsequent diagonal entry is divisible by its
predecessor.
1.1 Diagonalization of Vandermonde matrices
A hint of T. Zink how to simplify our previous efforts led to the approach in this and in
the next subsection.
7Notation 1.1 Let m ≥ 1. Let x = (x0, . . . , xm−1) be a tuple of indeterminates, let
a, b ∈ [0, m−1] and let d ∈ Z. We consider in Z[x0, . . . , xm−1] the symmetric polynomials
Pd,[a,b] :=


∑
si≥0,
∑
i∈[a,b]
si = d
xsaa x
sa+1
a+1 · · ·x
sb
b if d ≥ 0
0 if d < 0
Ed,[a,b[ :=


∑
si∈{0,1},
∑
i∈[a,b[
si = d
xsaa x
sa+1
a+1 · · ·x
sb−1
b−1 if d ≥ 0
0 if d < 0.
In particular, we have
Pd,∅ = ∂d,0
Ed,∅ = ∂d,0.
Moreover, for i ∈ [0, m− 1] we denote
yi :=
∏
k∈[0,i[
(xi − xk) =
∑
j∈[0,i]
(−1)i−jEi−j,[0,i[x
j
i ,
considered as element of Z[x0, . . . , xm−1]. For i, j ∈ [0, m − 1], we denote the Lagrange
interpolation function by
Li,j :=


∏
k∈[0,j[\{i}(xj − xk)∏
k∈[0,j[\{i}(xi − xk)
if i < j
0 if i ≥ j
,
and as a variant
Mi,j :=
∏
k∈[0,i[(xj − xk)∏
k∈[0,i[(xi − xk)
,
considered as elements of Q(x0, . . . , xm−1). These polynomials furnish the matrices
I := (∂i,j)i×j∈[0,m−1]×[0,m−1]
Vx := (x
i
j)i×j∈[0,m−1]×[0,m−1]
Lx := (Li,j)i×j∈[0,m−1]×[0,m−1]
Mx := (Mi,j)i×j∈[0,m−1]×[0,m−1]
Px := (Pi−j,[0,j])i×j∈[0,m−1]×[0,m−1]
Ex := ((−1)
i−jEi−j,[0,i[)i×j∈[0,m−1]×[0,m−1]
Yx := (∂i,jyi)i×j∈[0,m−1]×[0,m−1]
in (Q(x0, . . . , xm−1))m.
Lemma 1.2 For 0 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ m and d ∈ Z, we have
Pd,[a,b] = Pd,[a+1,b] + xaPd−1,[a,b] = Pd,[a,b−1] + xbPd−1,[a,b]
Ed,[a,b[ = Ed,[a+1,b[ + xaEd−1,[a+1,b[ = Ed,[a,b−1[ + xbEd−1,[a,b−1[,
where for the second equation, we stipulate in addition that a < b.
8Lemma 1.3 For i, k ∈ Z and 0 ≤ a ≤ b < c ≤ m, we obtain∑
j∈Z
(−1)jEi−j,[a,c[Pj−k,[a,b] = (−1)
kEi−k,[b+1,c[.
In fact,
∑
j∈Z(−1)
jEk−j,[a,c[Pj−i,[a,b]
(1.2)
=
∑
j∈Z(−1)
jEk−j,[a+1,c[Pj−i,[a,b]
+
∑
j∈Z(−1)
jxaEk−j−1,[a+1,c[Pj−i,[a,b]
=
∑
j∈Z(−1)
jEk−j,[a+1,c[Pj−i,[a,b]
+
∑
j∈Z(−1)
j−1Ek−j,[a+1,c[xaPj−1−i,[a,b]
(1.2)
=
∑
j∈Z(−1)
jEk−j,[a+1,c[Pj−i,[a,b]
+
∑
j∈Z(−1)
j−1Ek−j,[a+1,c[Pj−i,[a,b]
−
∑
j∈Z(−1)
j−1Ek−j,[a+1,c[Pj−i,[a+1,b]
=
∑
j∈Z(−1)
jEk−j,[a+1,c[Pj−i,[a+1,b].
Lemma 1.4 We have ExPx = I.
Given i, k ∈ [0, m− 1], we may assume i > k and obtain
(ExPx)i,k =
∑
j∈[0,m−1](−1)
i−jEi−j,[0,i[Pj−k,[0,k]
(1.3)
= (−1)i−kEi−k,[k+1,i[
= 0.
Lemma 1.5 We have Mx(I − Lx) = I.
Given i, k ∈ [0, m− 1], we may assume i < k and need to show that
Mi,k −
∑
j∈[i,k[
Mi,jLj,k = 0.
This expression being an element of Q(x0, . . . , xk−1, xk+1, xm−1)[xk] of degree in xk less
than k, we are reduced to plug in xk = xl for l ∈ [0, k − 1].
Lemma 1.6 We have ExVx = YxMx.
Given i, k ∈ [0, m− 1], we have∑
j∈[0,m−1]
(−1)i−jEi−j,[0,i[x
j
k =
∏
j∈[0,i[
(xk − xj) = yiMi,k.
Proposition 1.7 We have ExVx(I − Lx) = Yx.
This follows from (1.5, 1.6).
Remark 1.8 We have Vx = PxYxMx.
This follows from (1.4, 1.6).
9Example 1.9 Letting m = 4, we obtain
ExVx(I − Lx)
=


1 0 0 0
−x0 1 0 0
x0x1 −(x0+x1) 1 0
−x0x1x2 x0x1+x0x2+x1x2 −(x0+x1+x2) 1

 ·


1 1 1 1
x0 x1 x2 x3
x20 x
2
1 x
2
2 x
2
3
x30 x
3
1 x
3
2 x
3
3

 ·


1 −1 −
x2−x1
x0−x1
−
(x3−x1)(x3−x2)
(x0−x1)(x0−x2)
0 1 −
x2−x0
x1−x0
−
(x3−x0)(x3−x2)
(x1−x0)(x1−x2)
0 0 1 −
(x3−x0)(x3−x1)
(x2−x0)(x2−x1)
0 0 0 1


=


1 0 0 0
0 (x1−x0) 0 0
0 0 (x2−x0)(x2−x1) 0
0 0 0 (x3−x0)(x3−x1)(x3−x2)

 = Yx.
1.2 Elementary divisors of Vandermonde matrices over discrete
valuation rings
Setup 1.10 Let T be a discrete valuation ring with fraction field L = fracT . Let t ∈ T
be a generator of the maximal ideal, and let vt be the according valuation.
Definition 1.11 Let m ≥ 1. Given a tuple ξ = (ξ0, . . . , ξm−1) of pairwise distinct ele-
ments of T , we say that ξ is minimally ordered, if∑
i∈[0,j−1]
vt(ξj − ξi) ≤
∑
i∈[0,j−1]
vt(ξk − ξi)
for each j ∈ [0, m−1] and each k ∈ [j+1, m−1]. Note that any tuple of pairwise distinct
elements of T can be reordered (non-uniquely, in general) to a minimally ordered tuple.
Lemma 1.12 If ξ is minimally ordered, then Lξ ∈ (T )m (cf. 1.1). In particular, the
(i+ 1)st T -linear elementary divisor of Vξ, where i ∈ [0, m− 1], has valuation∑
j∈[0,i−1]
vt(ξi − ξj).
By (1.5), Lξ is contained in (T )m if and only if Mξ is contained in (T )m. The assertion
on the elementary divisors now ensues from (1.7).
Setup 1.13 Let S ⊆ T be a finite extension of discrete valuation rings, with fraction
fields K := fracS and L := fracT . Let s ∈ S and t ∈ T be generators of the respective
maximal ideals, and vs and vt the respective valuations. Assume L over K to be galois of
degree m = [L : K] with Galois group G. Assume that
T = S[ϑ]
for some ϑ ∈ T . Choose an ordering
[0, m− 1] ✲∼ G
i ✲ σi
such that the tuple τ := (ϑσ1 , . . . , ϑσm−1) is minimally ordered, starting with σ0 = 1T .
10
Proposition 1.14 For i, j ∈ [0, m − 1], we let Li,j(τ) denote the specialization of Li,j
along x ✲ τ (cf. 1.1). The following assertions hold.
(i) The (i+1)st T -linear elementary divisor, i ∈ [0, m− 1], of the Dedekind embedding
T ⊗S T ✲
✄
✂
δT/S ∏
σ∈G T
x ⊗ y ✲ (xyσ)σ∈G
has valuation
ϕi :=
∑
j∈[0,i−1]
vt(ϑ
σi − ϑσj ).
In particular, (ϕi)i∈[0,m−1] does neither depend on the choice of ϑ nor on the minimal
ordering chosen on τ .
(ii) The image of T ⊗S T under δT/S, which is an isomorphic copy of T ⊗S T , allows a
description via ties, i.e. via congruences of tuple entries, as
(T ⊗S T )δT/S
=

(ηj)j∈[0,m−1]
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ηi −
∑
j∈[0,i−1]
ηjLj,i(τ) ∈ T t
ϕi for i ∈ [0, m− 1]


⊆
∏
j∈[0,m−1] T.
(iii) A T -linear basis of (T ⊗S T )δT/S of triangular shape is given by the following tuple
of elements of
∏
j∈[0,m−1] T .


 ∏
k∈[0,i−1]
(ϑσj − ϑσk)


j∈[0,m−1]


i∈[0,m−1]
.
Ad (i). This follows from (1.12).
Ad (ii). An element η of
∏
i∈[0,m−1] T , considered as a row vector, is contained in the image
of δT/S if and only if its rational inverse image, written as a row vector in the L-linear
basis (1 ⊗ ϑ0, . . . , 1 ⊗ ϑm−1) of L⊗K L, is in T ⊗S T , i.e. if and only if ηV
−1
τ has entries
in T . Which, in turn, is equivalent to η(I − Lτ )Y
−1
τ having entries in T (1.7).
Ad (iii). We use EτVτ = YτMτ (1.6).
1.3 A projective resolution of T over T ⊗S T
In the introduction to [LL 92], several sources for a projective resolution of T over T ⊗S T
are indicated. We give still another alternative way to view such a projective resolution,
using our isomorphic copy (T ⊗S T )δT/S. We include the case of Hochschild (co)homology
with galois twisted coefficients, for there a shift in the 2-periodic vanishing of these groups
occurs when compared to the untwisted case.
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Notation 1.15 We denote Λ := (T ⊗S T )δT/S, i.e.
T ⊗S T ✲
δT/S
∼ Λ ✲
✄
✂
∏
σ∈G
T.
For i ∈ [0, m− 1], we dispose of the projection map
Λ ✲
pii
T
(ηj)j∈[0,m−1] ✲ ηi,
which is a ring morphism, and by means of which T becomes a module over Λ, denoted
by Ti.
If we identify along δT/S , the module operation of x ⊗ y ∈ T ⊗S T on z ∈ Ti is given by
z ·(x⊗y) := xzyσi . I.e. Ti may be viewed as T equipped with a structure as a galois twisted
T -T -bimodule. In particular, T0 may be viewed as T equipped with the structure as an
untwisted T -T -bimodule, that is z · (x⊗y) := xzy. Note that pi0 is just the multiplication
map.
In Λ, we have the elements
a := (
∏
k∈[1,m−1](ϑ− ϑ
σk), 0, . . . , 0)
b := (0, ϑσ1 − ϑ, . . . , ϑσm−1 − ϑ).
The element a is in Λ by (1.14 ii), and b is in Λ by (1.14 iii). The multiplication map by
a resp. by b shall be denoted by Λ ✲
α
Λ resp. by Λ ✲
β
Λ.
Lemma 1.16 We have a 2-periodic projective resolution
· · · ✲
α
Λ ✲
β
Λ ✲
α
Λ ✲
β
Λ ✲
pi0
T0
of T0 over Λ.
From ab = 0 we take αβ = 0 and βα = 0. Moreover, βpi0 = 0. By (1.14 ii), we obtain that
the image of α equals the kernel of β. To prove that the image of β equals the kernel of
α (resp. of pi0), means, after identification along δT/S, to show that this kernel is T ⊗S T -
linearly generated by b = 1⊗ϑ−ϑ⊗ 1. In fact, suppose given
∑
i∈[0,m−1] ui⊗ϑ
i such that∑
i∈[0,m−1] uiϑ
i = 0, we may write
∑
i∈[0,m−1] ui ⊗ ϑ
i =
∑
i∈[0,m−1] ui(1 ⊗ ϑ
i − ϑi ⊗ 1), and
1⊗ ϑi − ϑi ⊗ 1 is a multiple of 1⊗ ϑ− ϑ⊗ 1.
Proposition 1.17 (cf. [BACH 91, prop. 1.3], [LL 92, 1.6.2])
Let ϕ :=
∑
k∈[1,m−1] vt(ϑ − ϑ
σk). The Hochschild homology of T , over the ground ring S
and with coefficients in Ti, i ∈ [0, m− 1], is given in dimension j ≥ 0 by
Hj(T, T0;S) ≃


T for j = 0
T/tϕT for j odd
0 for j even, j ≥ 2
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and by
Hj(T, Ti;S) ≃

 0 for j oddT/(ϑσi − ϑ)T for j even
for i ∈ [1, m− 1]. The Hochschild cohomology is given by
Hj(T, T0;S) ≃


T for j = 0
0 for j odd
T/tϕT for j even, j ≥ 2
and by
Hj(T, Ti;S) ≃

 T/(ϑ
σi − ϑ)T for j odd
0 for j even
for i ∈ [1, m− 1].
Tensoring the resolution in (1.16) with Ti over Λ yields the homology. Application of
HomΛ(−, Ti) yields the cohomology.
1.4 The local ring T ⊗S T
Assume ϑ = t.
Remark 1.18 The radical of Λ is given by rΛ = Λ ∩
∏
i∈[0,m−1] tT . In fact, the (ϕ+ 1)st
power of this intersection is contained in tΛ (1.14 ii). And conversely, by (1.14 iii), this
intersection has the T -linear basis
{
(t, . . . , t)
}
∪
{(∏
k∈[0,i−1](t
σj − tσk)
)
j∈[0,m−1]
∣∣∣ i ∈ [1, m− 1]} ,
whence Λ/(Λ∩
∏
i∈[0,m−1] tT ) is isomorphic to T0/tT0. In particular, T ⊗S T is a local ring.
Identifying along δT/S, a T -linear basis of the radical rΛ is given by
(t⊗ 1, 1⊗ t, 1⊗ t2, . . . , 1⊗ tm−1).
Given j ∈ Z, we write j := max(j, 0). Suppose given i ≥ 0. A basis of riΛ is given by
(ti−0 ⊗ 1, ti−1 ⊗ t, ti−2 ⊗ t2, . . . , ti−(m−1) ⊗ tm−1).
In particular, we have
dimT/tT r
iΛ/ri+1Λ = min(i+ 1, m).
Cf. [Ku¨ 99, E.2.3].
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2 The cyclotomic Dedekind embedding
We shall apply (1.14) to the case of the extension Z(p) ⊆ Z(p)[ζpn ].
Setup 2.1 Let p be a prime, let n ≥ 1. In the notation of (1.13), we place ourselves in
the situation S = Z(p), s = p, T = Z(p)[ζpn] and t = ϑ = 1− ζpn.
We consider the Dedekind embedding
Z(p)[ζpn] ⊗ Z(p)[ζpn] ✲
✄
✂
δpn ∏
j∈(Z/pn)∗ Z(p)[ζpn]
ζkpn ⊗ ζ
l
pn
✲ (ζkpnζ
jl
pn)j∈(Z/pn)∗
where k, l ∈ [0, pn − 1]. With respect to the Z(p)[ζpn]-linear basis (1⊗ t
i)i∈[0,(p−1)pn−1−1] of
Z(p)[ζpn]⊗Z(p)[ζpn] and to the tuple basis on the right hand side, this embedding is given
by the Vandermonde matrix Vτ for τ := (1− ζ
j
pn)j∈[0,pn−1]\(p).
Lemma 2.2 For i, j ∈ [0, pn − 1] with i 6= j, we have vt(ζ
i
pn − ζ
j
pn) = (i− j)[p].
We may assume j = 0 and i = i[p]. Using vt(p) = (p − 1)p
n−1 (resp. using a direct
calculation if p = 2, i = 2n−1), the congruence ζ ipn − 1 ≡p (ζpn − 1)
i yields vt(ζ
i
pn − 1) =
vt((ζpn − 1)
i) = i.
Lemma 2.3 Suppose given j ≥ 0, and write it p-adically as j =
∑
l≥0 alp
l, where al ∈
[0, p− 1]. Then ∑
i∈[1,j]
i[p] =
∑
k≥0
(ak − ak+1)(k + 1)p
k.
Denote left and right hand side of the claimed equation by l(j) and r(j), respectively. We
have l(0) = 0 = r(0). Moreover, for j ≥ 1 we have l(j) − l(j − 1) = j[p]. If vp(j) = 0,
then r(j)− r(j − 1) = 1, so that we may suppose vp(j) ≥ 1. Writing j − 1 =
∑
k≥0 a
′
kp
k,
a′k ∈ [0, p − 1], we note that a
′
k = p − 1 and ak = 0 for k ≤ vp(j) − 1, a
′
k = ak − 1 for
k = vp(j) and a
′
k = ak for k ≥ vp(j) + 1. Therefore,
r(j)− r(j − 1) =
∑
k≥0
(ak − a
′
k)(k + 1)p
k −
∑
k≥1
(ak − a
′
k)kp
k−1
= (vp(j) + 1)j[p] −
∑
k∈[0,vp(j)−1]
(p− 1)(k + 1)pk
− vp(j)j[p]/p +
∑
k∈[0,vp(j)−2]
(p− 1)(k + 1)pk
= j[p].
Lemma 2.4 Suppose given k ≥ j ≥ 0, with j, k 6∈ (p). Write j =
∑
l≥0 alp
l, k =∑
l≥0 a
′
lp
l, k − j =
∑
l≥0 a
′′
l p
l, where al, a
′
l, a
′′
l ∈ [0, p− 1]. Then
∑
i∈[0,j−1]\(p)
(k − i)[p] = −1 +
∑
l≥0
((
(a′l − a
′′
l )− (a
′
l+1 − a
′′
l+1)
)
(l + 1)− al+1
)
pl.
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In particular,
∑
i∈[0,j−1]\(p)
(j − i)[p] = −1 +
∑
l≥0
(al(l + 1)− al+1(l + 2)) p
l.
This follows by (2.3) and the remark that
∑
i∈[0,j−1]∩(p)
(k − i)[p] = #([0, j − 1] ∩ (p)) =
1 +
∑
l≥0
al+1p
l.
Lemma 2.5 Keep the notation of (2.4), but allow k ≥ j ≥ 0 to be arbitrary. We have
∑
l≥0
(
(a′l − a
′′
l − al)− (a
′
l+1 − a
′′
l+1 − al+1)
)
(l + 1)pl ≥ 0.
Let U := {l ≥ 0 | al + a
′′
l ≥ p} ⊆ Z≥0. We obtain
∑
l≥0
(
(a′l − a
′′
l − al)− (a
′
l+1 − a
′′
l+1 − al+1)
)
(l + 1)pl
=
∑
l∈U
(−p)(l + 1)pl +
∑
l∈U+1
(l + 1)pl −
∑
l∈U−1
(−p)(l + 1)pl −
∑
l∈U
(l + 1)pl
=
∑
l∈U
(
−(l + 1)pl+1 + (l + 2)pl+1 + lpl − (l + 1)pl
)
=
∑
l∈U
(p− 1)pl.
Lemma 2.6 The tuple τ = (1− ζjpn)j∈[0,pn−1]\(p) is minimally ordered.
Using (2.2), we need to see that
∑
i∈[0,j−1]\(p)
(j − i)[p] ≤
∑
i∈[0,j−1]\(p)
(k − i)[p]
for j ∈ [0, pn − 1]\(p) and k ∈ [j + 1, pn − 1]\(p). In the notation and using the assertion
of (2.4) this amounts to the inequality
∑
l≥0
(
(a′l − a
′′
l − al)− (a
′
l+1 − a
′′
l+1 − al+1)
)
(l + 1)pl ≥ 0
treated in (2.5).
Theorem 2.7 Suppose given j ∈ [0, pn − 1]\(p). Let N(j) := # ([0, j]\(p)). Write
j =
∑
s≥0 asp
s with as ∈ [0, p − 1]. The N(j)th Z(p)[ζpn]-linear elementary divisor of the
cyclotomic Dedekind embedding
Z(p)[ζpn] ⊗ Z(p)[ζpn] ✲
✄
✂
δpn ∏
i∈(Z/pn)∗ Z(p)[ζpn]
ζkpn ⊗ ζ
l
pn
✲ (ζk+ilpn )i∈(Z/pn)∗ ,
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where k, l ∈ [0, (p− 1)pn−1 − 1], has valuation
−1 +
∑
s≥0
(as(s+ 1)− as+1(s+ 2)) p
s
at t.
This follows by (1.14 i) using (2.6, 2.4, 2.2).
Remark 2.8 Plesken gives a system of ties that describes the image of the Dedekind
embedding case n = 1 [P 80, p. 60].
Remark 2.9 If n = 1, the valuation at t of the determinant of this embedding δp is
−(p − 1) +
∑
a∈[1,p−1] a = (p − 1)(p − 2)/2. If n ≥ 2, we obtain the valuation at t of the
determinant of δpn to be
−(p− 1)pn−1 +
∑
(al)l∈[0,n−1]∈[0,p−1]n, an = 0, a0 6=0
∑
l∈[0,n−1]
(al(l + 1)− al+1(l + 2))p
l
= −(p− 1)pn−1 + pn−2 ·
∑
a∈[1,p−1], b∈[0,p−1]
(a− 2b)
+
∑
l∈[1,n−2]
(p− 1)pn−3 ·
∑
a,b∈[0,p−1]
(a(l + 1)− b(l+ 2))pl
+ (p− 1)pn−2 ·
∑
a∈[0,p−1]
anpn−1
= −(p− 1)pn−1 + pn−2 · (p− 1)(−p2 + 2p)/2
− (p− 1)pn−2 · p(p− 1)/2 · p(pn−2 − 1)/(p− 1)
+ (p− 1)pn−2 · p(p− 1)/2 · npn−1
= p2n−2(p− 1)((p− 1)n− 1)/2.
Hence for n ≥ 1, we recalculated the valuation at p of the discriminant of Z(p)[ζpn ] over
Z(p) to be p
n−1((p− 1)n− 1). Cf. [N 91, 10.1] (or 5.9).
Example 2.10 Let p = 3 and n = 2, so that
τ = (1 − ζ9, 1− ζ
2
9 , 1− ζ
4
9 , 1− ζ
5
9 , 1− ζ
7
9 , 1− ζ
8
9 ).
As elementary divisors of the Dedekind embedding
Z(3)[ζ9] ⊗ Z(3)[ζ9] ✲
✄
✂
δ9 ∏
j∈(Z/9)∗ Z(3)[ζ9]
ζk9 ⊗ ζ
l
9
✲ (ζk9 ζ
jl
9 )j∈(Z/9)∗ ,
where k, l ∈ [0, 5], (2.7) yields
(t0, t1, t4, t5, t8, t9).
The determinant of δ9 has valuation 27 at t (cf. 2.9). By (1.14 iii), a triangular Z(3)[ζ9]-linear
basis of the image of δ9 is given by the rows of the matrix

1 1 1 1 1 1
0 −ζ9+ζ
2
9 −ζ9+ζ
3
9 −ζ9+ζ
4
9 −2ζ9−ζ
4
9 −ζ9−ζ
2
9−ζ
5
9
0 0 −1−ζ49−ζ
5
9 1−ζ
2
9+2ζ
3
9−2ζ
5
9 −1+ζ
2
9+ζ
3
9+2ζ
5
9 −1−2ζ9+ζ
3
9−ζ
4
9
0 0 0 1−2ζ9−2ζ
2
9+2ζ
3
9−ζ
4
9−ζ
5
9 2+2ζ9+2ζ
2
9+4ζ
3
9+ζ
5
9 −1−ζ9+2ζ
2
9+ζ
3
9+ζ
4
9+ζ
5
9
0 0 0 0 3+6ζ9+3ζ
3
9−3ζ
5
9 3ζ9+3ζ
2
9+3ζ
3
9+3ζ
4
9+3ζ
5
9
0 0 0 0 0 3ζ29+3ζ
4
9+3ζ
5
9


.
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3 The cyclic Wedderburn embedding
3.1 The q-Pascal method
We diagonalize the Vandermonde matrix that describes the Wedderburn embedding in the
Z[ζm]-linear basis (c
0
m, . . . , c
m−1
m ) of Z[ζm]Cm. More specifically speaking, we multiply with
a lower triangular matrix Gq that records the q-Pascal triangle, consisting of Gaußian poly-
nomials, from the right and with its transpose Gtq from the left. The resulting diagonal
matrix is of elementary divisor form, regardless whether or not the ground ring Z[ζm] is a
principal ideal domain. We derive the necessary identities firstly in a pedestrian fashion,
yielding in particular a formula for G−1q , and secondly, as a consequence of F. H. Jackson’s
q-analogue (1910) of L. Saalschu¨tz’ theorem (1890).
Notation 3.1 Let m ≥ 1. The cyclic Wedderburn embedding is given by
Z[ζm]Cm ✲
✄
✂
ωm ∏
j∈[0,m−1]Z[ζm]
cm ✲ (ζ
j
m)j∈[0,m−1].
3.1.1 Pedestrian
Notation 3.2 (Gaußian polynomials) Consider the field Q(q) of rational functions in
the indeterminate q. Given i ≥ 0 and j ∈ Z and another indeterminate t, we let
[i] := (qi − 1)/(q − 1)
[i]! :=
∏
k∈[1,i][k][
i
j
]
:=


[i]!
[j]![i−j]!
if j ∈ [0, i]
0 if j 6∈ [0, i]
(t; q)i :=
∏
k∈[0,i−1](1− q
kt).
In particular, [0]! = 1. If necessary, we indicate q as
[
i
j
]
q
:=
[
i
j
]
. Let the q-Pascal matrix
of size m×m be defined by
Gq :=
([
i
j
])
i,j∈[0,m−1]
.
Moreover, we let
I := (∂i,j)i,j∈[0,m−1]
Vq := (q
ij)i,j∈[0,m−1]
Dq :=
(
∂i,j [i]!(q − 1)
iq
(
i
2
))
i,j∈[0,m−1]
.
Lemma 3.3 If i ≥ 1 and j ≥ 0, we have[
i
j
]
=
[
i−1
j−1
]
+ qj
[
i−1
j
]
= qi−j
[
i−1
j−1
]
+
[
i−1
j
]
.
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Moreover,
(t; q)i =
∑
k∈[0,i]
(−1)kq
(
k
2
) [
i
k
]
tk.
Finally, [
i
j
]
q−1
= q−j(i−j)
[
i
j
]
q
.
Proposition 3.4 (Inversion of the q-Pascal matrix)
We obtain the inverse of Gq to be
G−1q =
(
(−1)j+kq
(
j−k
2
) [
j
k
])
j,k∈[0,m−1]
.
Given 0 ≤ k ≤ i ≤ m− 1, we need to show that
∑
j∈[k,i]
[
i
j
] [
j
k
]
(−1)j+kq
(
j−k
2
)
= ∂i,k.
We perform an induction on i − k. If i = k, we obtain 1 = 1. If i = k + 1, we obtain
0 = 0. If i ≥ k + 2, we obtain
∑
j≥0
[
i
j
] [
j
k
]
(−1)j+kq
(
j−k
2
)
(3.3)
=
∑
j≥0
[
i−1
j
] [
j
k
]
(−1)j+kq
(
j−k
2
)
+
∑
j≥0
[
i−1
j−1
] [
j−1
k
]
(−1)j+kq
(
j−k
2
)
+(i−j)
+
∑
j≥0
[
i−1
j−1
] [
j−1
k−1
]
(−1)j+kq
(
j−k
2
)
+(i−j)+(j−k)
induction
=
∑
j≥0
[
i−1
j−1
] [
j−1
k−1
]
(−1)j+kq
(
j−k
2
)
+i−k
.
The last term vanishes by subinduction on k, since if k = 0 we obtain
∑
j≥0
[
i
j
]
(−1)jq
(
j
2
)
(3.3)
= (1; q)i = 0.
Lemma 3.5 We have
Vq(G
−1
q )
t = GqDq.
We need to show that for i, k ∈ [0, m− 1]
∑
j∈[0,k]
qij(−1)j+k
[
k
j
]
q
(
k−j
2
)
= q
(
k
2
)
[k]!(q − 1)k
[
i
k
]
.
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We perform an induction on k, starting in case k = 0 with 1 = 1. If k ≥ 1, we calculate
∑
j∈[0,k]
qij(−1)j+k
[
k
j
]
q
(
k−j
2
)
(3.3)
=
∑
j∈[0,k−1]
qi(j+1)(−1)j+1+k
[
k−1
j
]
q
(
k−j−1
2
)
+
∑
j∈[0,k−1]
qij(−1)j+k
[
k−1
j
]
q
(
k−j
2
)
+j
induction
= (qi − qk−1)q
(
k−1
2
)
[k − 1]!(q − 1)k−1
[
i
k−1
]
= q
(
k
2
)
[k]!(q − 1)k
[
i
k
]
.
Lemma 3.6 (Fourier inversion) We have VζmVζ−1m = mI. In particular, reordering the
rows of Vζ−1m shows that
(det Vζm)
2 =

 (−1)
m−1
2 mm if m is odd
(−1)
m−2
2 mm if m is even.
In fact, ∑
j∈[0,m−1] ζ
ij
mζ
−jk
m =
∑
j∈[0,m−1] ζ
(i−k)j
m
= m∂i,k.
Corollary 3.7 (cf. [N 91, 8.6]) If m is odd, then Q(ζm) contains
√
(−1)
m−1
2 m.
Proposition 3.8
(i) We have the diagonalization
Gt
ζ−1m
VζmGζ−1m = m(Dζ−1m )
−1,
the right hand side being a diagonal matrix with (i+ 1)st diagonal entry
mζ (i
2)
m∏
j∈[1,i](1− ζ
j
m)
,
where i ∈ [0, m− 1].
(ii) We have
(Z[ζm]Cm)ωm
=

(yj)j∈[0,m−1]
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j∈[i,m−1]
yj
[
j
i
]
ζ−1m
∈ Z[ζm] ·
m∏
j∈[1,i](1− ζ
j
m)
for i ∈ [0, m− 1]


⊆
∏
j∈[0,m−1]Z[ζm].
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(iii) A Z[ζm]-linear basis of (Z[ζm]Cm)ωm is given by the following tuple of elements of∏
j∈[0,m−1]Z[ζm].



(−1)kζ
(
k
2
)
m
m∏
l∈[1,j](1− ζ lm)
[
j
k
]
ζm


k∈[0,m−1]


j∈[0,m−1]
Ad (i). This formula follows from (3.5, 3.6).
Ad (ii). A vector y = (yj)j∈[0,m−1] is contained in the image of ωm if and only if yV
−1
ζm
has entries in Z[ζm]. But V
−1
ζm (G
t
ζ−1m
)−1 = Gζ−1m Dζ−1m m
−1, so this condition translates into
yGζ−1m Dζ−1m m
−1 to have entries in Z[ζm], which is the defining condition given above.
Ad (iii). This follows by Gt
ζ−1m
Vζm = m(Dζ−1m )
−1(Gζ−1m )
−1 using (3.4, 3.3).
Remark 3.9 Because the derivative of
F (X)
1.
= Xm − 1
2.
=
∏
j∈[0,m−1]
(X − ζjm)
evaluated at 1 yields
F ′(1)
1.
= m
2.
=
∏
j∈[1,m−1]
(1− ζjm),
the mth diagonal entry in (3.8 i) equals ζm. This reproves in particular that all diagonal
entries of (3.8 i) are contained in Z[ζm].
Remark 3.10 Using (3.9), for n ≥ 1, p prime, m = pn, the valuation at t = 1 − ζpn of
the (i+ 1)th elementary divisor of ωpn, i ∈ [0, p
n − 1], is given by
vt

 pn∏
j∈[1,pn−1−i](1− ζ
j
pn)

 = ∑j∈[1,i] vt (1− ζ−jpn )
(2.2)
=
∑
j∈[1,i] j[p],
in accordance with (3.15) below in view of (2.3).
3.1.2 Invoking q-Saalschu¨tz
Following J. Stokman, we cite the
Theorem 3.11 (Saalschu¨tz, Jackson [A 76, 3.3.12] (1)) Given n ≥ 0, and further
indeterminates a, b, c, we have
∑
m≥0
(a; q)m(b; q)m(q
−n; q)m
(q; q)m(c; q)m(abq1−nc−1; q)m
· qm =
(c/a; q)n(c/b; q)n
(c; q)n(c/ab; q)n
.
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and specialize to the
Corollary 3.12 (⇐⇒ 3.5) Given m ≥ 1, we have
Vq = GqDq(Gq)
t.
Given i, k ∈ [0, m− 1], we need to show that
qik =
∑
j∈[0,m−1]
[
i
j
]
· [j]!(q − 1)jq
(
j
2
)
·
[
k
j
]
.
Substituting q by q−1, n by k and specializing c and then b to zero (after rewriting the
right hand side), and specializing a to qi, (3.11) becomes
qik =
∑
j≥0
(qi; q−1)j(q
k; q−1)j
(q−1; q−1)j
· q−j
=
∑
j≥0
(1− qi) · · · (1− qi−j+1) · (1− qk) · · · (1− qk−j+1)
(1− q−1) · · · (1− q−j)
· q−j
=
∑
j≥0
(qi − 1) · · · (qi−j+1 − 1)
(q1 − 1) · · · (qj − 1)
·
(qk − 1) · · · (qk−j+1 − 1)
(q1 − 1) · · · (qj − 1)
· q
(
j
2
)
[j]!(q − 1)j
=
∑
j≥0
[
i
j
]
·
[
k
j
]
· q
(
j
2
)
[j]!(q − 1)j.
3.2 The general Vandermonde method
To compare, and to recalculate elementary divisors, we apply the method of section 1.2 to
the localized cyclic Wedderburn embedding.
Setup 3.13 Let p be a prime, let n ≥ 1. In the notation of (1.13), we place ourselves
in the situation S = Z(p), s = p, T = Z(p)[ζpn] and t = ϑ = 1 − ζpn. We consider the
localized cyclic Wedderburn embedding
Z(p)[ζpn]Cpn ✲
ωpn
∼
∏
j∈Z/pn Z(p)[ζpn]
cipn ✲ (ζ
ij
pn)j∈Z/pn,
where i ∈ [0, pn − 1]. In the notation of (1.1), and with respect to the Z(p)[ζpn]-linear
basis ((1 − cpn)
i)i∈[0,pn−1] of Z(p)[ζpn]Cpn and the standard basis on the right hand side,
this embedding is given by the Vandermonde matrix Vτ for τ := (1− ζ
j
pn)j∈[0,pn−1].
Lemma 3.14 The tuple τ := (1− ζjpn)j∈[0,pn−1] is minimally ordered.
Using (2.2), we need to see that∑
i∈[0,j−1]
(j − i)[p] ≤
∑
i∈[0,j−1]
(k − i)[p]
1In the left hand side summand of [A 76, 3.3.14], a factor (ab/c)N−n has been forgotten.
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for j ∈ [0, pn − 1] and k ∈ [j + 1, pn − 1]. Write j =
∑
l≥0 alp
l, k =
∑
l≥0 a
′
lp
l, k − j =∑
l≥0 a
′′
l p
l, where al, a
′
l, a
′′
l ∈ [0, p− 1]. By (2.3), we need to show that
∑
l≥0
(
(a′l − a
′′
l − al)− (a
′
l+1 − a
′′
l+1 − al+1)
)
(l + 1)pl ≥ 0.
This follows from (2.5).
Proposition 3.15 Suppose given j ∈ [0, pn − 1]. Write j =
∑
k≥0 akp
k, ak ∈ [0, p − 1].
The (j + 1)st elementary divisor of the localized cyclic Wedderburn embedding
Z(p)[ζpn]Cpn ✲
✄
✂
ωpn ∏
j∈Z/pn Z(p)[ζpn]
cipn ✲ (ζ
ij
pn)j∈Z/pn
where i ∈ [0, pn − 1], has valuation
∑
k≥0
(ak − ak+1)(k + 1)p
k
at t.
This follows by (1.7, 1.12), using (3.14, 2.3), or by (3.10), using (2.3).
Remark 3.16 By (3.6), the square of the determinant of ωpn has valuation np
n at p.
Alternatively, by (3.15), we obtain the valuation at t of the determinant of this embedding
to be ∑
(al)l∈[0,n−1]∈[0,p−1]n, an = 0
∑
l∈[0,n−1]
(al − al+1)(l + 1)p
l
=

 ∑
l∈[0,n−2]
pn−2 ·
∑
a,b∈[0,p−1]
(a− b)(l + 1)pl

+

pn−1 · ∑
a∈[0,p−1]
anpn−1


= pn−1 p(p−1)2 np
n−1.
3.3 The Pascal method
3.3.1 First order Pascal ties
There are some obvious ties, i.e. congruences of tuple entries, that are necessary for elements
of
∏
i∈[0,pn−1]Z[ζpn ] to lie in (Z[ζpn ]Cpn)ωpn . If n = 1, they are already sufficient, yielding
a manageable basis of (Z[ζp]Cp)ωp. In general, they describe an intermediate ring between
(Z[ζpn ]Cpn)ωpn and
∏
i∈[0,pn−1]Z[ζpn ].
Notation 3.17 Suppose given s ≥ 0, a polynomial f(X) :=
∑
i≥0 aiX
i ∈ C[X ] and a
tuple (yj)j∈[0,s], yj ∈ C. We define the evaluation of f at (yj)j∈[0,s] to be
∑
i≥0
aiX
i

 [(yj)j∈[0,s]] := f [(yj)j∈[0,s]] := ∑
j∈[0,s]
ajyj.
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We note the difference between the polynomial power f i
[
(yj)j∈[0,s]
]
(power of f , taken
in C[X ], evaluated) and the ordinary power f
[
(yj)j∈[0,s]
]i
(power of the evaluation of f ,
taken in C), i ≥ 0.
Let m ≥ 1, let t = 1− ζm. We consider the Z[ζm]-submodule W
(1)
m of
W (0)m :=
∏
j∈[0,m−1]Z[ζm]
defined by the first order Pascal ties
W (1)m :=
{
(yj)j∈[0,m−1]
∣∣∣ ((1−X)i) [(yj)j∈[0,m−1]] ≡ti 0 for all i ∈ [0, m− 1]}
=
{
(yj)j∈[0,m−1]
∣∣∣ ∑j∈[0,i](−1)j ( ij) yj ≡ti 0 for all i ∈ [0, m− 1]}
⊆ W (0)m .
Lemma 3.18
(i) The image (Z[ζm]Cm)ωm of the Wedderburn embedding (3.1) is contained in W
(1)
m ,
Z[ζm]Cm ✲
ωm
W (1)m ✲
✄
✂ W (0)m .
(ii) A Z[ζm]-linear basis of W
(1)
m is given by
(ξm,i)i∈[0,m−1] :=
((
(−1)iti
(
j
i
))
j∈[0,m−1]
)
i∈[0,m−1]
.
(iii) The (i+1)st elementary divisor over Z[ζm] of the embedding W
(1)
m ⊆W
(0)
m is given by
ti, i ∈ [0, m−1]. (In particular, Z[ζm] not being a principal ideal domain in general,
there exist bases with respect to which the matrix that describes this embedding takes
diagonal shape.)
(iv) The Z[ζm]-linear determinant of the embedding W
(1)
m ⊆W
(0)
m is t
m(m−1)/2.
Ad (i). We have
(
(1 −X)i
) [
(ζ ljm)j∈[0,m−1]
]
= (1 − ζ lm)
i ≡ti 0 for all i ∈ [0, m− 1] and all
l ∈ [0, m− 1].
Ad (ii). Inverting the matrix A :=
(
(−1)iti
(
j
i
))
i∈[0,m−1], j∈[0,m−1]
arising from the tuple
of elements (ξm,j)j∈[0,m−1], we obtain A
−1 :=
(
(−1)it−j
(
j
i
))
i∈[0,m−1], j∈[0,m−1]
. An element
y is contained in the Z[ζm]-linear span of our tuple if and only if, y considered as a row
vector, yA−1 is entrywise contained in Z[ζm], i.e. if and only if y ∈ W
(1)
m .
In particular, we have the
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Proposition 3.19 Let p be a prime. We have a factorization of the Wedderburn embed-
ding (3.1) into
Z[ζp]Cp ✲
ωp
∼ W
(1)
p ⊆W
(0)
p =
∏
j∈Z/p
Z[ζp].
The factorization follows by (3.18 i). The isomorphism follows by comparison of (3.18 iv)
with (3.6), both yielding the valuation at t of the determinant of the respective embedding
to be p(p − 1)/2, and zero elsewhere. We remark that the elementary divisors resulting
from (3.18 iii) are in accordance with (3.15).
Remark 3.20 (coefficient criterion) The tuple (yi)i∈[0,p] ∈ W
(0)
p is contained in W
(1)
p
if and only if, writing yi =:
∑
j∈[0,p−2] yi,jζ
j , yi,j ∈ Z,
∑
i∈[0,p−1], j∈[0,p−2]
(−1)i
(
u
i
) (
j
v
)
yi,j ≡p 0
holds for all 0 ≤ v < u ≤ p− 1.
An element
∑
j∈[0,p−2] xjζ
j
p =
∑
v∈[0,p−2]
(∑
j∈[0,p−2] xj
(
j
v
))
(ζp − 1)
v, xj ∈ Z, vanishes
modulo tu for u ∈ [0, p − 1] if and only if
∑
j∈[0,p−2] xj
(
j
v
)
≡p 0 for all v ∈ [0, u − 1]. It
remains to plug in xj =
∑
i∈[0,p−1](−1)
i
(u
i
)
yi,j .
Lemma 3.21 Given 0 ≤ j ≤ i, we have
ξm,jξm,i =
∑
k∈[0,j]
(
j
k
) (
i+k
j
)
(−1)j−ktj−kξm,i+k,
where we let ξm,l := 0 for l ≥ m. In particular, W
(1)
m is a subring of W
(0)
m .
We need to see that for l ∈ [0, m− 1]
(−1)jtj
(
l
j
)
· (−1)iti
(
l
i
)
=
∑
k∈[0,j]
(
j
k
) (
i+k
j
)
(−1)j−ktj−k · (−1)i+kti+k
(
l
i+k
)
.
We may assume i ≤ l and reformulate to(
l
i
)
=
∑
k≥0
(
j
k
) (
l−j
l−i−k
)
,
which now follows from a comparison of coefficients in (1 + T )l = (1 + T )j(1 + T )l−j at
T l−i.
Remark 3.22 Let p be a prime, let n ≥ 1, let m = pn (in particular, t = 1 − ζpn). We
dispose of ring automorphisms
Z[ζpn ]Cpn ✲
αpn
∼ Z[ζpn ]Cpn
cpn ✲ ζpncpn ,
and
W
(0)
pn
✲
α
(0)
pn
∼ W
(0)
pn
(yj)j∈Z/pn ✲ (yj+1)j∈Z/pn
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satisfying ωpnα
(0)
pn = αpnωpn . Moreover, α
(0)
pn restricts to an automorphism α
(1)
pn of W
(1)
pn ,
with operation given by
ξpn,jα
(1)
pn = ξpn,j − tξpn,j−1 + (−1)
p−jtj−(p
n−1)
(
pn
j
)
ξpn,pn−1
for j ∈ [1, pn − 1], and by ξpn,0α
(1)
pn = ξpn,0(= 1W (1)
pn
).
For j ∈ [1, pn − 1] and i ∈ [0, pn − 1], we have(
(−1)jtj
(
i
j
))
− t
(
(−1)j−1tj−1
(
i
j−1
))
= (−1)jtj
(
i+1
j
)
,
which we compare for i = pn − 1 with
ξpn,pn−1 = (0, . . . , 0, (−1)
pn−1tp
n−1),
whence the formula describing the operation of α
(1)
pn . The valuation at t of the third coeffi-
cient therein amounts to j + (n − vp(j))(p − 1)p
n−1 − (pn − 1). In case n− vp(j) ≥ 2, we
obtain
j + (n− vp(j))(p− 1)p
n−1 ≥ 2(p− 1)pn−1 ≥ pn − 1.
If n− vp(j) = 1, we obtain
j + (n− vp(j))(p− 1)p
n−1 ≥ pn−1 + (p− 1)pn−1 ≥ pn − 1.
Hence α
(0)
pn restricts to an automorphism α
(1)
pn .
Lemma 3.23 The factorization of the Wedderburn embedding maps
Z[ζm]Cm ✲
ωm
W
(1)
m
cim
✲ ∑
k∈[0,m−1]
(
1−ζim
t
)k
ξm,k
for i ∈ [0,m− 1], where we let 00 = 1.
In fact,
∑
k∈[0,m−1]
(
1−ζim
t
)k
ξm,k =
(∑
k∈[0,m−1]
(
1−ζim
t
)k
(−1)ktk
(
j
k
))
j∈[0,m−1]
=
(
(1− (1− ζim))
j
)
j∈[0,m−1]
= cimωm,
which remains true for i = 0.
3.3.2 Second order Pascal ties
In this appendix to subsection 3.3.1 we shall indicate a method of how to continue the approach via Pascal
ties.
Let n ≥ 2, let p be a prime and let t = 1− ζpn .
Lemma 3.24 Let s ≥ 1. For any i ≥ 1, we have in Q[X ]
∑
k∈[1,s]
1
k
(
(1− (1−X)i)k − iXk
)
∈ (Xs+1).
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This expression being contained in (X), it suffices to prove that its derivative is contained in (Xs). In
fact,
d
dX
∑
k∈[1,s]
1
k
(
(1− (1−X)i)k − iXk
)
=
∑
k∈[1,s]
(
(1− (1−X)i)k−1i(1−X)i−1 − iXk−1
)
= i
(
1− (1− (1 −X)i)s
1− (1− (1−X)i)
(1−X)i−1 −
1−Xs
1−X
)
=
i
1−X
(
−(1− (1−X)i)s +Xs
)
.
Lemma 3.25 For this lemma, we allow n ≥ 1. Let
fpn(X) :=

 ∑
k∈[1,p−1]
tk−1
k

Xp − ∑
k∈[1,p−1]
tk−1
k
Xk ∈ Z(p)[ζpn ][X ].
For any i ∈ [0, pn − 1], we have
fpn
(
1− ζipn
t
)
≡tp−1 0.
We also write shorthand
γ :=
∑
k∈[1,p−1]
tk−1
k
.
In fact, (∑
k∈[1,p−1]
tk−1
k
)(
1−(1−t)i
t
)p
−
∑
k∈[1,p−1]
tk−1
k
(
1−(1−t)i
t
)k
= 1t
∑
k∈[1,p−1]
1
k
(
tk
(
1−(1−t)i
t
)p
−
(
1− (1− t)i
)k)
≡p
1
t
∑
k∈[1,p−1]
1
k
(
tk 1−(1−t
p)i
tp −
(
1− (1− t)i
)k)
≡tp
1
t
∑
k∈[1,p−1]
1
k
(
itk −
(
1− (1− t)i
)k)
(3.24)
≡ tp−1 0.
We consider the Z[ζpn ]-submodule W
(2)
pn of W
(1)
pn defined by the second order Pascal ties
W
(2)
pn :=
{∑
k∈[0,pn−1] zkξpn,k
∣∣∣ zk ∈ Z[ζpn ], (X if jpn(X)) [(zk)k∈[0,pn−1]] ≡tj(p−1) 0
for all i ∈ [0, p− 1] and all j ∈ [0, pn−1 − 1]
}
⊆ W
(1)
pn ,
where the congruence is to be read in Z(p)[ζpn ].
Lemma 3.26
(i) The image (Z[ζpn ]Cpn)ωpn of the Wedderburn embedding (3.1) is contained in W
(2)
pn ,
Z[ζpn ]Cpn ✲
ωpn
W
(2)
pn
✲✄✂ W (1)pn ✲
✄
✂ W
(0)
pn .
(ii) The (i + jp + 1)th elementary divisor over Z(p)[ζpn ] of the embedding (W
(2)
pn )(p) ⊆ (W
(1)
pn )(p),
i ∈ [0, p− 1], j ∈ [0, pn−1 − 1], is given by tj(p−1). Moreover, the (i+ jp+ 1)th elementary divisor
of the embedding (W
(2)
pn )(p) ⊆ (W
(0)
pn )(p) is given by t
(i+jp)+j(p−1).
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(iii) The valuation of the Z[ζpn ]-linear determinant of the embedding W
(2)
pn ⊆ W
(1)
pn is given by
pn(pn−1 − 1)(p− 1)/2 at t and by zero elsewhere.
Ad (i). We have to take care of the coefficients calculated in (3.23). For i ∈ [0, p− 1], j ∈ [0, pn−1 − 1]
and h ∈ [0, pn − 1] we obtain
(
X if jpn(X)
)((1−ζhpn
t
)k)
k∈[0,pn−1]

 = (1−ζhpnt
)i
f jpn
(
1−ζhpn
t
)
(3.25)
≡ tj(p−1) 0.
Question 3.27 We do not know whether W
(2)
pn is a subring of W
(1)
pn .
Specializing to n = 2, we obtain the
Proposition 3.28 We have a factorization of the Wedderburn embedding into
Z[ζp2 ]Cp2 ✲
ω
p2
∼ W
(2)
p2 ⊆W
(1)
p2 ⊆W
(0)
p2 =
∏
j∈Z/p2
Z[ζp2 ].
The factorization follows by (3.26 i). The isomorphism follows by comparison of (3.26 iii) and (3.18 iv)
with (3.6), both yielding the valuation at t of the determinant of the respective embedding to be p3(p−1),
and zero elsewhere. We remark that in this case, the elementary divisors resulting from (3.26 ii) are in
accordance with (3.15).
Example 3.29 Consider the case p = 3, n = 2, thus t = 1− ζ9, γ = 1 + t/2. An element
∑
k∈[0,8]
zkξ9,k
is contained in W
(2)
9 if and only if, z = (zk)k∈[0,8] considered as a row vector, it multiplies with


1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 −t/2 −1 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 γ −t/2 −1 t 1 0
0 0 0 0 γ −t/2 −2γ+t2/4 t 1
0 0 0 0 0 γ −tγ −2γ+t2/4 t
0 0 0 0 0 0 γ2 −tγ −2γ+t2/4
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 γ2 −tγ
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 γ2




t0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 t0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 t0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 t−2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 t−2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 t−2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 t−4 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t−4 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t−4


to a vector entrywise contained in Z(3)[ζ9].
3.4 Comparison of methods in an example
Example 3.30 Consider the case m = 5, in which the cyclic Wedderburn embedding
becomes
Z[ζ5]C5 ✲
✄
✂
ω5 ∏
j∈[0,4]Z[ζ5]
c5 ✲ (ζ
j
5)j∈[0,4].
Let t = 1− ζ5.
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(i) The q-Pascal method (3.8 iii) yields the Z[ζ5]-linear basis of (Z[ζ5]C5)ω5 given by
the rows of


5 0 0 0 0
4 + 3ζ5 + 2ζ
2
5 + ζ
3
5 −4− 3ζ5 − 2ζ
2
5 − ζ
3
5 0 0 0
2 + ζ5 + 2ζ
2
5 −1− ζ5 + 2ζ
3
5 2ζ5 + ζ
2
5 + 2ζ
3
5 0 0
2 + ζ5 + ζ
2
5 + ζ
3
5 −2− ζ
2
5 − 2ζ
3
5 3 + 3ζ5 + 2ζ
2
5 + 2ζ
3
5 ζ
2
5 − ζ
3
5 0
1 −1 + ζ5 + ζ
3
5 −2− ζ5 − 2ζ
2
5 + ζ
3
5 −3ζ
2
5 − ζ
3
5 ζ5


.
(ii) The general Vandermonde method (1.6) yields the Z[ζ5]-linear basis of (Z[ζ5]C5)ω5
given by the rows of


1 1 1 1 1
0 (ζ5 − 1) (ζ
2
5 − 1) (ζ
3
5 − 1) (ζ
4
5 − 1)
0 0 (ζ25 − 1)(ζ
2
5 − ζ5) (ζ
3
5 − 1)(ζ
3
5 − ζ5) (ζ
4
5 − 1)(ζ
4
5 − ζ5)
0 0 0 (ζ35 − 1)(ζ
3
5 − ζ5)(ζ
3
5 − ζ
2
5 ) (ζ
4
5 − 1)(ζ
4
5 − ζ5)(ζ
4
5 − ζ
2
5 )
0 0 0 0 (ζ45 − 1)(ζ
4
5 − ζ5)(ζ
4
5 − ζ
2
5)(ζ
4
5 − ζ
3
5)


.
(iii) The Pascal method (3.18 ii, 3.19) yields the Z[ζ5]-linear basis of (Z[ζ5]C5)ω5 given
by the rows of 

ξ5,0 1 1 1 1 1
ξ5,1 0 −t −2t −3t −4t
ξ5,2 0 0 t
2 3t2 6t2
ξ5,3 0 0 0 −t
3 −4t3
ξ5,4 0 0 0 0 t
4


.
But this method works only for m prime (and for m = p2, but less simply).
4 The radical series of (W
(1)
pn )(p)
Let T be a discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal generated by t and residue field
k = T/tT . Let Λ be a subalgebra over T of a direct product of m copies of T such that
its embedding into this product has torsion cokernel. The dimension over k of the radical
layers riΛ/ri+1Λ stabilizes for large i at m [Ku¨ 99, E.2.3]. On the other hand, the surjection
rΛ/r2Λ⊗k r
iΛ/ri+1Λ ✲ ri+1Λ/ri+2Λ
induced by multiplication yields the bound
(dimk rΛ/r
2Λ)(dimk r
iΛ/ri+1Λ) ≥ dimk(r
i+1Λ/ri+2Λ).
The question is the behaviour of this sequence of dimensions dimk(r
iΛ/ri+1Λ). The ring
W
(1)
pn introduced in (3.17), localized at (p), yields some example material.
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Notation 4.1 Let p be a prime, let n ≥ 1 and write t = 1 − ζpn. For i ∈ Z, denote
i := max(0, i). Given an integer i ≥ 0, we write it as i =
∑
j≥0 ajp
j with aj ∈ [0, p − 1]
and denote its p-adic Quersumme by qp(i) :=
∑
j≥0 aj.
For a, b,m ≥ 0, we let 
 ∑
i∈[0,m]
T i


a
=:
∑
b≥0
(
a
b
)
m
T b ∈ Z[T ].
That is,
(
a
b
)
m
denotes the number of of choices of b balls out of a different balls with each
ball chosen at most m times, disregarding the order in which we choose.
In particular,
(
a
b
)
1
=
(
a
b
)
. The sequence (
(
a
b
)
m
)m≥0 becomes stationary for m ≥ b at the
value
(
a+b−1
b
)
. We have the recursion formula
(
a+1
b
)
m
=
∑
j∈[0,m]
(
a
b−j
)
m
,
where we let
(
a
c
)
m
:= 0 for c < 0. Furthermore, plugging in T = 1 in the definition yields∑
b∈[0,am]
(
a
b
)
m
= (m+ 1)a.
Proposition 4.2
(i) The Z(p)[ζpn]-order (W
(1)
pn )(p) is a local ring, with simple module Fp acted upon iden-
tically by ξpn,0 and trivially by ξpn,i for i ∈ [1, p− 1] (cf. 3.18 ii). I.e.
r(W
(1)
pn )(p) = (W
(1)
pn )(p) ∩ t(W
(0)
pn )(p)
(ii) For i ≥ 0, the ideal ri(W
(1)
pn )(p) is Z(p)[ζpn]-linearly generated by the tuple(
ti−qp(j)ξpn,j
)
j∈[0,pn−1]
.
In particular, for i ≥ n(p − 1) we have ri+1(W
(1)
pn )(p) = tr
i(W
(1)
pn )(p) (cf. [Ku¨ 99,
E.2.3]).
(iii) On the quantitative side, we obtain for i ≥ 0
lpn,i := dimFp r
i(W
(1)
pn )(p)/r
i+1(W
(1)
pn )(p) =
∑
j∈[0,i]
(
n
j
)
p−1
.
Ad (i). On the one hand, the quotient of the respective Z(p)[ζpn]-order modulo the ideal
claimed to be its radical is a simple module. On the other hand, this ideal is nilpotent
modulo t.
Ad (ii). We abbreviate ri := ri(W
(1)
pn )(p) for i ≥ 0 and perform an induction on i, the case
of i = 1 being true by (i), and a basis of rΛ being given by (tξpn,0, ξpn,1, . . . , ξpn,pn−1). Note
that for 0 ≤ b ≤ a, the binomial coefficient
(
a
b
)
has valuation pn−1(qp(a−b)+qp(b)−qp(a))
at t.
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We claim that r · ri−1 is contained in the span of the given tuple.
The set tξpn,0 ·r
i−1 is contained in this span. Moreover, by (3.21), we obtain in case 1 ≤ j′,
0 ≤ j ≤ j′,
(∗) ξpn,j′(t
i−1−qp(j)ξpn,j) = t
i−1−qp(j)
∑
s∈[0,j]
(
j
s
) (
j+j′−s
j
)
(−1)stsξpn,j+j′−s.
So it suffices to show the inequality
vt(
(
j+j′−s
j
)
) + i− 1− qp(j) + s ≥ i− qp(j + j
′ − s)
= i− qp(j)− qp(j
′ − s) + p1−nvt(
(
j+j′−s
j
)
)
for s ∈ [0, j], whence in turn it suffices to show that
(1− p1−n)vt(
(
j+j′−s
j
)
)− 1 + s+ qp(j
′ − s) ≥ 0.
But we have s ≥ 1 or (s = 0 and qp(j
′) ≥ 1).
Furthermore, (3.21) yields
(∗∗) ξpn,j′(t
i−1−qp(j)ξpn,j) = t
i−1−qp(j)
∑
s∈[0,j′]
(
j′
s
) (
j+j′−s
j′
)
(−1)stsξpn,j+j′−s.
in case 1 ≤ j′ ≤ j. So it suffices to show that
vt(
(
j′
s
) (
j+j′−s
j′
)
) + i− 1− qp(j) + s ≥ i− qp(j + j
′ − s)
for s ∈ [0, j′], whence in turn, dropping a factor pn−1, it suffices to see that(
(qp(j
′−s)+qp(s)−qp(j
′))+(qp(j−s)+qp(j
′)−qp(j+j
′−s))
)
−qp(j)+qp(j+j
′−s)+s−1 ≥ 0.
For s ≥ 1, we see that both in case (∗) and in case (∗∗), the corresponding summand is
even contained in tri−1.
We claim that r · ri−1 contains the given tuple.
First, we note that ti−qp(0)ξpn,0 = (tξpn,0)
i. Moreover, by the summandwise argument
above concerning (∗∗), we dispose of the congruence
ξpn,j′(t
i−1−qp(j)ξpn,j) ≡tri−1 t
i−1−qp(j)
(
j+j′
j′
)
ξpn,j+j′.
in case 1 ≤ j′ ≤ j. In particular, given j ∈ [1, pn − 1] such that j[p] ≤ j − j[p], i.e. such
that j is not a power of p, we obtain
ξpn,j[p](t
i−1−qp(j−j[p])ξpn,j−j[p]) ≡tri−1 t
i−qp(j)
(
j
j[p]
)
ξpn,j ,
and it remains to note that vp(
(
j
j[p]
)
) = 0.
Furthermore, for m ∈ [0, n− 1] we have
ξpn,pm(t
i−1−qp(0)ξpn,0) = t
i−qp(pm)ξpn,pm.
Ad (iii). Concerning the dimension of the ith radical layer, we calculate
#{k ∈ [0, pn − 1] | qp(k) = j} = #{(al)l∈[0,n−1] ∈ [0, p− 1]
n |
∑
l∈[0,n−1] al = j}
=
(
n
j
)
p−1
.
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Remark 4.3 The inequality mentioned in the introduction to this section reads lpn,1·lpn,i ≥
lpn,i+1 for i ≥ 1. By (4.2 iii), this translates into the assertion that
(n+ 1)

 ∑
j∈[0,i]
(n
j
)
p−1

 ≥ ∑
j∈[0,i+1]
(n
j
)
p−1
.
For p large, this follows from
(n+ 1)
(∑
j∈[0,i]
(
n
j
)
p−1
)
= (n+ 1)
(∑
j∈[0,i]
(
n+j−1
n−1
))
= (n+ 1)
(
n+i
n
)
≥ n+i+1i+1 ·
(n+i)!
n!i!
=
(
n+i+1
n
)
=
∑
j∈[0,i+1]
(
n
j
)
p−1
.
Example 4.4 The sequence (l81,i)i≥0 is given by
1, 5, 15, 31, 50, 66, 76, 80, 81, 81, . . .
5 The absolute cyclic Wedderburn embedding
Once given the Kervaire-Murthy pullback, a closed formula describing the image of the
absolute Wedderburn embedding can be derived in a straightforward manner (5.14, 5.18).
5.1 An inversion formula for QCpn
Let p be a prime and let n ≥ 1.
Lemma 5.1 The inverse of the absolute Wedderburn isomorphism
QCpn ✲
ωQ,pn
∼
∏
k∈[0,n]
Q[ζpk ]
cpn ✲ (ζpk)k∈[0,n]
is given by
∏
k∈[0,n]
Q[ζpk ] ✲
ω−1
Q,pn
∼ QCpn
(
∑
i∈Z
yk,iζ
i
pk)k∈[0,n]
✲ p−n
∑
i∈Z

 ∑
k∈[0,n]
pkyk,i
∑
j∈[1,pn−k]
ci+jp
k
pn −
∑
k∈[1,n]
pk−1yk,i
∑
j∈[1,pn−k+1]
ci+jp
k−1
pn


= p−n
∑
i∈Z
cipn
∑
k∈[0,n]
pk
∑
j∈[1,pn−k]
(
yk,i−jpk − yk+1,i−jpk
)
,
where yk,i ∈ Q and where yn+1,i := 0 for i ∈ Z. We allow ‘non-reduced’ expressions for
elements in Q(ζpk), merely requiring yk,i = 0 for all but finitely many i ∈ Z.
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We denote the absolute Wedderburn embedding, i.e. the restriction of ωQ,pn to ZCpn, by
ZCpn ✲
ωZ,pn ∏
k∈[0,n]
Z[ζpk ].
By (3.6), the inversion formula over Q(ζpn) reads
Q(ζpn)Cpn ✲
∼
∏
i∈[1,pn]
Q(ζpn)
cpn ✲ (ζ
i
pn)i∈[1,pn]
p−n
∑
j∈[1,pn]
cjpn
∑
i∈[1,pn]
yiζ
−ij
pn
✛ (yi)i.
We precompose the inverse direction with the direct product of the maps
Q(ζpk) ✲
∏
σ∈Gal(Q(ζ
pk
)/Q)
Q(ζpn)
x ✲ (xσ)σ
over k ∈ [0, n], where the position of the Galois automorphism corresponding to i ∈
(Z/pk)∗, represented by i ∈ [1, pk], is to be identified with the position ipn−k ∈ [1, pn].
If l ∈ [1, n], the image of (∂l,k)k∈[0,n] ∈
∏
k∈[0,n]Z[ζpk ] under this composition is
p−n
∑
j∈[1,pn]
cjpn
∑
i∈[1,pn], vp(i) = n−l
ζ−ijpn
= p−n
∑
j∈[1,pn]
cjpn
∑
i∈(Z/pl)∗
ζ−ijp
n−l
pn
= p−n

 ∑
j∈[1,pn], vp(j)≥l
cjpn(p− 1)p
l−1 +
∑
j∈[1,pn], vp(j) = l−1
cjpn(−1)p
l−1


= p−n

pl

 ∑
j∈[1,pn−l]
cjp
l
pn

− pl−1

 ∑
j∈[1,pn−l+1]
cjp
l−1
pn



 .
If l = 0, it is p−n
∑
j∈[1,pn]
cjpn. The inversion formula follows by QCpn-linearity of ωQ,pn.
5.2 An inversion formula for QCm
Let m ≥ 1. Writing d|m stands for d ≥ 1 and m ∈ (d). The letters p and q are reserved
to denote prime numbers. We denote by k[p′] := k/k[p] the p′-part of an integer k ≥ 1.
Given a finite family of groups (Gi)i∈[1,l], l ≥ 1, there is a ring isomorphism
Z[
∏
i∈[1,l]
Gi] ✲
∼
⊗
i∈[1,l]
ZGi
(gi)i ✲ (gi)
⊗
i := g1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ gl.
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For p|k we denote by sk,p a representative in Z of the inverse of k[p
′] in (Z/k[p])∗ to obtain
Ck ✲
∼
∏
p|k
Ck[p]
ck ✲ (ck[p])p|k
c
∑
p|k
jpsk,pk[p
′]
k
✛ (c
jp
k[p])p|k,
and
Z[ζk] ✛
∼
⊗
p|k
Z[ζk[p]]
ζ
∑
p|k
sk,pjpk[p
′]
k
✛ (ζ
jp
k[p])
⊗
p|k
ζk ✲ (ζk[p])
⊗
p|k.
We use these isomorphisms as identifications.
We consider the absolute Wedderburn isomorphism
QCm ✲
ωQ,m
∼
∏
d|m
Q(ζd)
cm ✲ (ζd)d|m
and its restriction, the absolute Wedderburn embedding
ZCm ✲
ωZ,m∏
d|m
Z[ζd].
Remark 5.2 The embedding ωZ,m identifies with
⊗
p|m ωZ,m[p] in the sense that the iden-
tifications yield an isomorphism of embeddings
ZCm ✲
ωZ,m
∏
d|m
Z[ζd]
❄
✻
⊗
p|mZCm[p] ✲
⊗
p|m
ωZ,m[p] ⊗
p|m
∏
e|m[p]
Z[ζe].
On both ways, cm is mappped to (ζd)d|m.
We factorize ω−1Q,m along identifications u and w into
∏
d|m
Q(ζd) ✲
u
∼
⊗
p|m

 ∏
d|m[p]
Q[ζd]

 ✲v
∼
⊗
p|m
QCm[p] ✲
w
∼ QCm,
v being the tensor product of the inverses of the absolute Wedderburn isomorphism be-
longing to the respective prime part (cf. 5.2).
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For e|m and a prime p|m, we abbreviate the element
QCm ∋ fe,p(cm) :=


1
m[p]
∑
i∈Z/m[p]
cim for vp(e) = 0
e[p]
m[p]

 ∑
i∈Z/(
m[p]
e[p]
)
cie[p]m −
1
p
∑
i∈Z/(p
m[p]
e[p]
)
cie[p]/pm

 for vp(e) ≥ 1.
Suppose given an element ad(cm) =
∑
i∈Z/m
ad,ic
i
m ∈ QCm for each d|m, representing ad(ζd) =
∑
i∈Z/m ad,iζ
i
d. Using QCm-linearity, we obtain
(ad(ζd))d|muvw =
∑
e|m ae(cm) · (∂e,d)d|muvw
=
∑
e|m ae(cm) ·
(
(∂e[p],d)d|m[p]
)⊗
p|m
vw
(5.1)
=
∑
e|m ae(cm) ·
(
fe,p(cm[p])
)⊗
p|m
w
=
∑
e|m ae(cm)
∏
p|m fe,p(c
sm,pm[p′]
m ).
We write
fe,p(cm) =:
∑
j∈Z/m[p]
fe,p,jc
j
m
and continue to calculate
∑
e|m ae(cm)
∏
p|m fe,p(c
sm,pm[p′]
m ) =
∑
e|m
∑
i∈Z/m ae,ic
i
m
∏
p|m
∑
j∈Z/m[p] fe,p,jc
jsm,pm[p′]
m
=
∑
e|m
∑
i∈Z/m ae,ic
i
m
∑
k∈Z/m c
k
m
∏
p|m fe,p,k
=
∑
l∈Z/m c
l
m
[∑
e|m
∑
k∈Z/m ae,l−k
∏
p|m fe,p,k
]
If A is a condition which might be true or not, we let the expression {if A} take the value
1 if A holds, and 0 if A does not hold. Given d|m, we let d′|m be defined by
vp(d
′) := max(vp(d)− 1, 0)
for p|m. We rewrite
fe,p,k =
e[p]
m[p]
[
{if e[p]|k} − 1
p
{if p|e[p]}{if e[p]|pk}
]
to obtain
∏
p|m fe,p,k =
e
m
∏
p|m
[
{if e[p]|k} − 1
p
{if p|e[p]}{if e[p]|pk}
]
= {if e′|k} · e
m

 ∏
p|e, e[p]=pk[p]
(
−1
p
)

 ∏
p|e, e[p]|k[p]
(
1− 1
p
) .
Proposition 5.3 (inversion formula) The inverse of the absolute Wedderburn isomor-
phism
QCm ✲
ωQ,m
∼
∏
d|m
Q(ζd)
cm ✲ (ζd)d|m
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maps (ad(ζd))d|m, written using representing elements ad(cm) =
∑
i∈Z/m
ad,ic
i
m ∈ QCm, to
1
m
∑
l∈Z/m
clm

∑
d|m
d
∑
k∈Z/(m
d′
)
ad,l−kd′

 ∏
p|d, p6 | k
(
−
1
p
)


 ∏
p|d, p|k
(
1−
1
p
)


 ,
where vp(d
′) := max(vp(d)− 1, 0).
But these inversion formulas (5.1, 5.3) are not suited for giving convenient ties that describe
the image of the absolute Wedderburn embedding, for in neither case they yield a triangular
system of ties, i.e. of congruences of tuple entries.
5.3 The Kervaire-Murthy pullback
Let p be a prime and let n ≥ 1.
Lemma 5.4 Let k ∈ [1, n]. Writing
fk(X) := −
∑
i∈[0,p−2]
(p− 1− i)X ip
k−1
gk(X) :=
∑
i∈[0,pn−k−1]
(
−(pn−k+1 − p(i+ 1))X ip
k+pk−1 + (pn−k+1 − p(i+ 1) + 1)X ip
k
)
,
we obtain
fk(X) ·

 ∏
i∈[0,n]\{k}
Φpi(X)

+ gk(X) · Φpk(X) = pn−k+1.
We expand
fk(X) ·

 ∏
i∈[0,n]\{k}
Φpi(X)


= −
(∑
i∈[0,p−2](p− 1− i)X
ipk−1
) (
(Xp
k−1
− 1)
∑
i∈[0,pn−k−1]X
ipk
)
= −
(∑
i∈[1,p−1](p− i)X
ipk−1 −
∑
i∈[0,p−2](p− 1− i)X
ipk−1
) (∑
i∈[0,pn−k−1]X
ipk
)
= −
(
−p+
∑
i∈[0,p−1]X
ipk−1
) (∑
i∈[0,pn−k−1]X
ipk
)
= p
(∑
i∈[0,pn−k−1]X
ipk
)
−
(∑
i∈[0,pn−k+1−1]X
ipk−1
)
.
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Then we calculate
gk(X) · Φpk(X)
=
(∑
i∈[0,pn−k−1]
(
−(pn−k+1 − p(i+ 1))X ip
k+pk−1 + (pn−k+1 − p(i+ 1) + 1)X ip
k
))
·
·
(∑
j∈[0,p−1]X
jpk−1
)
= −
∑
i∈[0,pn−k−1]
∑
j∈[1,p](p
n−k+1 − p(i+ 1))X ip
k+jpk−1
+
∑
i∈[0,pn−k−1]
∑
j∈[0,p−1](p
n−k+1 − p(i+ 1) + 1)X ip
k+jpk−1
= −
∑
i∈[0,pn−k−1](p
n−k+1 − p(i+ 1))X(i+1)p
k
+
∑
i∈[0,pn−k−1]
∑
j∈[1,p−1]X
ipk+jpk−1
+
∑
i∈[0,pn−k−1](p
n−k+1 − p(i+ 1) + 1)X ip
k
= −
∑
i∈[1,pn−k−1](p
n−k+1 − pi)X ip
k
+
∑
i∈[0,pn−k+1−1]X
ipk−1
+
∑
i∈[0,pn−k−1](p
n−k+1 − p(i+ 1))X ip
k
= −p
(∑
i∈[1,pn−k−1]X
ipk
)
+
(∑
i∈[0,pn−k+1−1]X
ipk−1
)
+ (pn−k+1 − p).
Lemma 5.5 Writing
g0(X) := −
∑
i∈[0,pn−2]
(pn − 1− i)X i,
we obtain 
 ∏
i∈[0,n]\{0}
Φpi(X)

+ g0(X) · Φp0(X) = pn.
We expand
g0(X) · Φp0(X) = −
(∑
i∈[0,pn−2](p
n − 1− i)X i
)
(X − 1)
= −
(∑
i∈[1,pn−1](p
n − i)X i
)
+
(∑
i∈[0,pn−1](p
n − 1− i)X i
)
= −
(∑
i∈[0,pn−1]X
i
)
+ pn.
Proposition 5.6 (Kervaire, Murthy [KM 77, §1]) Let k ≥ 1. There is a pullback
diagram of rings
ZCpk ✲ ZCpk−1
❄
αk
❄
Z[ζpk ] ✲ FpCpk−1
c
pk
✲ c
pk−1
❄ ❄
ζ
pk
✲ c
pk−1
.
Given a commutative ring A containing ideals a and b, there is a pullback diagram
A/a ∩ b ✲ A/b
❄ ❄
A/a ✲ A/a+ b.
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Hence, letting A = Z[X ], a = (Φpk(X)), b = (X
pk−1−1), we need to show that (Φpk(X))∩
(Xp
k−1
− 1) = (Xp
k
− 1) and that (Φpk(X), X
pk−1 − 1) = (p,Xp
k−1
− 1). The intersection
follows from the analoguous assertion in Q[X ], using Z[X ]f(X) = Z[X ] ∩Q[X ]f(X) for
a monic polynomial f(X) ∈ Z[X ]. The sum follows by
(Φpk(X), X
pk−1 − 1)
(5.4)
= (p,Φpk(X), X
pk−1 − 1) = (p, (X − 1)p
k−pk−1, (X − 1)p
k−1
).
Corollary 5.7 The index of the absolute Wedderburn embedding ωZ,pn is given by
#
∏
k∈[1,n]
FpCpk−1 = p
pn−1
p−1 .
Corollary 5.8 For m ≥ 1, the index of the absolute Wedderburn embedding ωZ,m is given
by ∏
p|m
p
m[p]−1
p−1
·m[p′].
This follows from (5.7) using (5.2).
Remark 5.9 For k ≥ 1, we let ∆k denote the absolute value of the discriminant of Z[ζk]
over Z. We take from [Ku¨ 99, S 1.1.2] that the index of ωZ,m is given by√
mm∏
d|m∆d
.
A comparison with (5.8) allows to re-calculate ∆m. First we remark that the inverse of the
Dedekind isomorphism
Q(ζm) ⊗ Q(ζm) ✲
δm
∼
∏
j∈(Z/m)∗ Q(ζm)
ζkm ⊗ ζ
l
m
✲ (ζkmζ
jl
m)j∈(Z/m)∗ ,
where k, l ∈ [0, ϕ(m)− 1], is given by
∏
j∈(Z/m)∗ Q(ζm)
✲δ
−1
m
Q(ζm)⊗Q(ζm)
(yj)j∈(Z/m)∗ ✲ m−1
∑
i∈Z/m
∑
j∈(Z/m)∗
yjζ
−ij
m ⊗ ζ
i
m.
In particular, its restriction to the Dedekind embedding
Z[ζm]⊗ Z[ζm] ✲
✄
✂
δm ∏
j∈(Z/m)∗
Z[ζm]
has a cokernel annihilated by m. In particular, the prime divisors of ∆m divide m. We infer
that for p|m
∑
d|m, vp(d)≥1
vp(∆d) =
∑
d|m
vp(∆d)
(5.8)
= m[p′]
(
vp(m)m[p]− 2 ·
m[p]− 1
p− 1
)
.
Given d ≥ 1, p|d, we denote
u(p, d) :=
d[p]
p
(
vp(d)(p− 1)− 1
)
· ϕ(d[p′])
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and obtain ∑
d|m, vp(d)≥1
u(p, d) =
∑
d|m, vp(d)≥1
d[p]
p
(
vp(d)(p− 1)− 1
)
· ϕ(d[p′])
=
∑
i∈[1,vp(m)]
pi−1
(
i(p− 1)− 1
)
·
∑
d|m[p′]
ϕ(d)
=
(
vp(m)m[p]− 2
m[p]−1
p−1
)
·m[p′] ,
whence by induction on m, we get vp(∆m) = u(p,m), i.e. the absolute value of the
discriminant is
∆m =
∏
p|m
p
m[p]
p
(
vp(m)(p−1)−1
)
ϕ(m[p′])
.
5.4 Kervaire-Murthy ties for ZCpn
Let p be a prime and let n ≥ 0. Given j ∈ Z and k ≥ 1, we let [j]k ∈ [0, k− 1] be defined
by [j]k ≡k j. For a, b, c ∈ Z and a ≤ b, we let χ[a,b](c) := 1 if c ∈ [a, b] and χ[a,b](c) := 0 if
c 6∈ [a, b].
Let lf(Z) be the abelian group consisting of sequences x = (xj)j∈Z with entries xj ∈ Z
such that the support
x := {i ∈ Z | xi 6= 0} ⊆ Z
of positions carrying nonzero entries is finite. For i ≥ 0, m ≥ 0 and s ≥ 0 we shall define
a Z-linear operator Tm,si : l
f(Z) ✲ lf(Z) (which we write on the left).
Suppose given j ∈ Z. If i ≥ m, we let
(
Tm,si x
)
j
:= χ[0,pi−1](j) ·
∑
k∈Z
x[j]pi−m−pi−m+kpi+s.
If i < m, we let (
Tm,si x
)
j
:= 0.
We note that (
T 0,0i x
)
j
:= χ[0,pi−1](j) ·
∑
k∈Z
xj+kpi.
Lemma 5.10
(i) Given a, b, c, d, s, t ≥ 0 such that b− a ≤ d− c ≤ b+ s ≤ d. Then
T a,sb ◦ T
c,t
d = p
d−b−sT a,d−b+tb .
(ii) Given a, b, d, s ≥ 0 such that b+ s ≤ d. Then
T a,sb ◦ T
0,0
d = T
a,s
b .
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Ad (i). We may assume 0 ≤ b− a. Given j ∈ Z, we obtain
(
T a,sb T
c,t
d x
)
j
=

T a,sb

χ[0,pd−1](j′)∑
k∈Z
x[j′]
pd−c
−pd−c+kpd+t


j′∈Z


j
= χ[0,pb−1](j) ·
∑
k′∈Z
χ[0,pd−1]([j]pb−a − p
b−a + k′pb+s)·
·
∑
k∈Z
x[[j]
pb−a
−pb−a+k′pb+s]
pd−c
−pd−c+kpd+t
= χ[0,pb−1](j)p
d−b−s
∑
k∈Z
x[j]
pb−a
−pb−a+kpd+t
=
(
pd−b−sT a,d−b+tb x
)
j
.
Ad (ii). The operator T a,sb is invariant under sequence shifts by p
b+s, hence under sequence
shifts by pd.
Lemma 5.11 Given m ≥ 1, l ∈ [1, m] and a ≥ 0, we obtain
∑
i∈[0,l−1]
pl−1−iT a,l−1−im−l ◦ (T
0,0
m−i − T
1,0
m−i) = T
a,0
m−l − p
lT a,lm−l.
In fact,
∑
i∈[0,l−1]
pl−1−iT a,l−1−im−l ◦ (T
0,0
m−i − T
1,0
m−i)
(5.10 i, ii)
=
∑
i∈[0,l−1]
pl−1−iT a,l−1−im−l −
∑
i∈[0,l−1]
pl−iT a,l−im−l
=
∑
i∈[1,l]
pl−iT a,l−im−l −
∑
i∈[0,l−1]
pl−iT a,l−im−l
= T a,0m−l − p
lT a,lm−l.
Lemma 5.12 For x = (xj)j∈Z ∈ l
f(Z) and l ≥ 0, we denote
x ∗ ζpl :=
∑
j∈Z
xjζ
j
pl
and obtain
x ∗ ζpl = ((T
0,0
l − T
1,0
l )x) ∗ ζpl.
We claim that (T 1,0l x) ∗ ζpl = 0. We may suppose l ≥ 1 to calculate
(T 1,0l x) ∗ ζpl =
∑
j∈Z χ[0,pl−1](j)
∑
k∈Z x[j]pl−1−pl−1+kplζ
j
pl
=
∑
k∈Z
∑
h∈[0,pl−1−1]
∑
i∈[0,p−1] x[h+ipl−1]
pl−1
−pl−1+kplζ
h+ipl−1
pl
=
∑
k∈Z
∑
h∈[0,pl−1−1] xh−pl−1+kplζ
h
pl
∑
i∈[0,p−1] ζ
ipl−1
pl
= 0.
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Lemma 5.13 For l ≥ 1, s ≥ 0 and j ∈ Z\[0, ϕ(pl)− 1], we have ((T 0,sl − T
1,s
l )x)j = 0.
In fact,
(T 1,sl x)(p−1)pl−1+j =
∑
k∈Z x[(p−1)pl−1+j]pl−1−pl−1+kpl+s
=
∑
k∈Z xj−pl−1+kpl+s
= (T 0,sl x)(p−1)pl−1+j
for j ∈ [0, pl−1 − 1].
Theorem 5.14 The image of the absolute Wedderburn embedding is given by
(ZCpn)ωZ,pn =



 ∑
j∈[0,ϕ(pi)−1]
xi,jζ
j
pi


i∈[0,n]
, xi,j ∈ Z
∣∣∣∣∣∣
for l ∈ [1, n] and j ∈ [0, ϕ(pn−l)− 1] we have xn−l,j ≡pl
∑
i∈[0,l−1]
pl−1−i·
·
∑
k∈[1,p−1]
(
xn−i,j−pn−l+kpn−1−i − (1− ∂l,n)xn−i,[j]
pn−l−1
−pn−l−1+kpn−1−i
) 

=


(
xi ∗ ζpi
)
i∈[0,n]
, xi ∈ l
f(Z), xi ⊆ [0, ϕ(p
i)− 1]
∣∣∣∣∣∣
for l ∈ [1, n] we have xn−l ≡pl
∑
i∈[0,l−1]
pl−1−i
(
T 0,l−1−in−l − T
1,l−1−i
n−l
)
xn−i


⊆
∏
i∈[0,n]
Z[ζpi].
This system of ties is of triangular shape. In particular, the elementary divisors of ωZ,pn
over Z are given by pi with multiplicity ϕ(pn−i) for i ∈ [0, n].
The second description being true if n = 0, we perform an induction on n. We see by (5.6)
that
(
xi ∗ ζpi
)
i∈[0,n]
∈
∏
i∈[0,n]
Z[ζpi] is contained in (ZCpn)ωZ,pn if and only if the conditions
(a) and (b) below hold. To formulate (b), we shall make use of (5.12).
(a) The tuple
(
xi ∗ ζpi
)
i∈[0,n−1]
is contained in (ZCpn−1)ωZ,pn−1.
(b) We have
((
(T 0,0i − T
1,0
i )xn
)
∗ ζpi
)
i∈[0,n−1]
−
(
xi ∗ ζpi
)
i∈[0,n−1]
∈ p(ZCpn−1)ωZ,pn−1 .
Condition (b) in turn holds if and only if the conditions (ba) and (bb) below hold. To
formulate (ba), we use (5.13). To formulate (bb), we shall use that by induction, the
description is valid in case n− 1.
(ba) We have (T 0,0i − T
1,0
i )xn ≡p xi for i ∈ [0, n− 1].
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(bb) We have
−
(
T 0,0(n−1)−l − T
1,0
(n−1)−l
)
xn
+
∑
i∈[0,l−1]
pl−1−i
(
T 0,l−1−i(n−1)−l − T
1,l−1−i
(n−1)−l
) (
T 0,0(n−1)−i − T
1,0
(n−1)−i
)
xn
≡pl+1 −x(n−1)−l +
∑
i∈[0,l−1]
pl−1−i
(
T 0,l−1−i(n−1)−l − T
1,l−1−i
(n−1)−l
)
x(n−1)−i
for l ∈ [1, n− 1].
By (5.11), we may equivalently reformulate to
(bb) We have
0 ≡pl+1 −x(n−1)−l + p
l
(
T 0,l(n−1)−l − T
1,l
(n−1)−l
)
xn
+
∑
i∈[0,l−1]
pl−1−i
(
T 0,l−1−i(n−1)−l − T
1,l−1−i
(n−1)−l
)
x(n−1)−i
for l ∈ [1, n− 1].
Shifting the indices i and l by one, we may in turn equivalently reformulate this assertion
to
(bb) We have
xn−l ≡pl
∑
i∈[0,l−1]
pl−1−i
(
T 0,l−1−in−l − T
1,l−1−i
n−l
)
xn−i
for l ∈ [2, n].
Adjoining condition (ba) in case i = n− 1, we obtain the necessity of the claimed set of
ties.
Conversely, we may use (5.11) to see that
(T 0,0i−1 − T
1,0
i−1) ◦ (T
0,0
i − T
1,0
i ) ≡p (T
0,0
i−1 − T
1,0
i−1)
for i ≥ 1, whence the reduction of (bb) to the modulus p suffices to conclude that (ba)
holds in all its cases. Moreover, condition (a) follows by induction assumption and by
reading (bb) modulo pl−1 for l ∈ [2, n], thus discarding the summand for i = 0. Thus our
claimed set of ties is also sufficient.
To see that the second description agrees with the first one, it remains to show that((
T 0,l−1−in−l − T
1,l−1−i
n−l
)
xn−i
)
j
= 0
for l ∈ [1, n− 1], i ∈ [0, l − 1] and j ∈ Z\[0, ϕ(pn−l)− 1]. But this follows from (5.13).
Remark 5.15 It might be worthwhile to try to give an ad hoc proof of (5.14) by verification
of the ties on the image of the canonical group basis of ZCpn and by a comparison of indices
– which we have not attempted to do. We preferred to proceed in the straightforward
manner as above since, in this way, the role of the Kervaire-Murthy pullback (5.6) remains
visible.
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Example 5.16 Let p = 3. We obtain
ZC3 ✲
ωZ,3
∼
{(∑
k∈[0,1] x1,kζ
k
3
)
× x0,0
∣∣∣ x0,0 ≡3 x1,0 + x1,1} ⊆ Z[ζ3]× Z
ZC9 ✲
ωZ,9
∼
{(∑
k∈[0,5] x2,kζ
k
9
)
×
(∑
k∈[0,1] x1,kζ
k
3
)
× x0,0
∣∣∣
x1,0 ≡3 x2,0 + x2,3 − x2,2 − x2,5
x1,1 ≡3 x2,1 + x2,4 − x2,2 − x2,5
x0,0 ≡9 3(x2,2 + x2,5) + (x1,0 + x1,1)
}
⊆ Z[ζ9]× Z[ζ3]× Z
ZC27 ✲
ωZ,27
∼
{(∑
k∈[0,17] x3,kζ
k
27
)
×
(∑
k∈[0,5] x2,kζ
k
9
)
×
(∑
k∈[0,1] x1,kζ
k
3
)
× x0,0
∣∣∣
x2,0 ≡3 x3,0 + x3,9 − x3,6 − x3,15
x2,1 ≡3 x3,1 + x3,10 − x3,7 − x3,16
x2,2 ≡3 x3,2 + x3,11 − x3,8 − x3,17
x2,3 ≡3 x3,3 + x3,12 − x3,6 − x3,15
x2,4 ≡3 x3,4 + x3,13 − x3,7 − x3,16
x2,5 ≡3 x3,5 + x3,14 − x3,8 − x3,17
x1,0 ≡9 3(x3,6 + x3,15 − x3,8 − x3,17) + (x2,0 + x2,3 − x2,2 − x2,5)
x1,1 ≡9 3(x3,7 + x3,16 − x3,8 − x3,17) + (x2,1 + x2,4 − x2,2 − x2,5)
x0,0 ≡27 9(x3,8 + x3,17) + 3(x2,2 + x2,5) + (x1,0 + x1,1)
}
⊆ Z[ζ27]× Z[ζ9]× Z[ζ3]× Z.
5.5 Kervaire-Murthy ties for ZCm
Let m ≥ 1. We maintain the notation of section 5.2. Suppose given an inclusion of
commutative Z-orders Λ ⊆ Γ that has, as an inclusion of abelian groups, a cokernel Γ/Λ
which is finite as a set. Let the naive localization Λ[p],Γ be the kernel of the composition
Γ ✲ Γ/Λ ✲ (Γ/Λ)(p) (cf. [Ku¨ 99, D.2]). Since Λ[p],Γ = Γ ∩ Λ(p), intersected as subsets
of Γ(p), the naive localization Λ[p],Γ is a suborder of Γ of index (#(Γ/Λ))[p]. We have
Λ(p) = (Λ[p],Γ)(p). Moreover,
Λ =
⋂
p
Λ[p],Γ.
Note that if Λ(p) = Γ(p), then Λ[p],Γ = Γ.
Lemma 5.17 Given inclusions of Z-orders Λ ⊆ Γ and Λ′ ⊆ Γ′, we obtain an equality
(Λ⊗ Λ′)[p],Γ⊗Γ′ = Λ[p],Γ ⊗ Λ
′
[p],Γ′.
as subsets of Γ⊗ Γ′.
In fact, flatness yields
Λ[p],Γ ⊗ Λ
′
[p],Γ′ = (Λ[p],Γ ⊗ Λ
′
(p)) ∩ (Λ[p],Γ ⊗ Γ
′)
= (Λ⊗ Λ′)(p) ∩ (Λ(p) ⊗ Γ
′) ∩ (Γ⊗ Γ′)
= (Λ⊗ Λ′)[p],Γ⊗Γ′.
Letting
(Λ ⊆ Γ) :=
(
(ZCm[p])ωZ,m[p] ✲
✄
✂
∏
e|m[p]
Z[ζe]
)
(Λ′ ⊆ Γ′) :=
(
(ZCm[p′])ωZ,m[p′] ✲
✄
✂
∏
f |m[p′]
Z[ζf ]
)
,
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we obtain
(Λ⊗ Λ′)[p],Γ⊗Γ′
(5.17)
= Λ[p],Γ ⊗ Λ
′
[p],Γ′
(5.8)
= Λ⊗ Γ′
=
∏
f |m[p′]
Λ⊗ Z[ζf ]
⊆
∏
f |m[p′]

 ∏
e|m[p]
Z[ζe]

⊗ Z[ζf ]
=
∏
f |m[p′]
∏
e|m[p]
Z[ζef ].
We could not do better than to argue with a Z-linear basis of Z[ζf ]. This lead to the
‘non-canonical’ representation of an element of Z[ζd], d|m, that is used in the following
Proposition 5.18 Suppose given an element
 ∑
(jp)p|d∈
∏
p|d
[0,ϕ(d[p])−1]
ad,(jp)p|dζ
∑
p|d
sd,pjpd[p
′]
d


d|m
∈
∏
d|m
Z[ζd],
where ad,(jp)p|d ∈ Z. This element is contained in the image of ωZ,m if and only if for each
p|m, for each f |m[p′] and for each tuple (jq)q|f , jq ∈ [0, ϕ(d[q])− 1], we have
 ∑
jp∈[0,ϕ(e)−1]
aef, jp×(jq)q|f ζ
jp
e


e|m[p]
∈ (ZCm[p])ωZ,m[p],
where jp × (jq)q|f denotes the tuple that has entry jp at position p and jq at position q for
q|f . Thus we may employ (5.14).
Example 5.19 We have s6,2 = 1, s6,3 = 2 and s12,2 = 3, s12,3 = 1. The element
(a1,(•,•))× (a2,(0,•))× (a3,(•,0) + a3,(•,1)ζ3)× (a4,(0,•) + a4,(1,•)ζ4)× (a6,(0,0) + a6,(0,1)ζ
4
6 )
×(a12,(0,0) + a12,(0,1)ζ
4
12 + a12,(1,0)ζ
9
12 + a12,(1,1)ζ12),
the symbol • indicating a non-existing entry, is contained in (ZC12)ωZ,12 if and only if
(a1,(•,•)) × (a2,(0,•)) × (a4,(0,•) + a4,(1,•)ζ4) ∈ (ZC4)ωZ,4
(a3,(•,0)) × (a6,(0,0)) × (a12,(0,0) + a12,(1,0)ζ4) ∈ (ZC4)ωZ,4
(a3,(•,1)) × (a6,(0,1)) × (a12,(0,1) + a12,(1,1)ζ4) ∈ (ZC4)ωZ,4
(a1,(•,•)) × (a3,(•,0) + a3,(•,1)ζ3) ∈ (ZC3)ωZ,3
(a2,(0,•)) × (a6,(0,0) + a6,(0,1)ζ3) ∈ (ZC3)ωZ,3
(a4,(0,•)) × (a12,(0,0) + a12,(0,1)ζ3) ∈ (ZC3)ωZ,3
(a4,(1,•)) × (a12,(1,0) + a12,(1,1)ζ3) ∈ (ZC3)ωZ,3.
By (5.14), an element (b1,0)× (b2,0)× (b4,0+ b4,1ζ4) is contained in (ZC4)ωZ,4 if and only if
b2,0 ≡2 b4,0 − b4,1
b1,0 ≡4 2b4,1 + b2,0,
and an element (b1,0)× (b3,0 + b3,1ζ3) is contained in (ZC3)ωZ,3 if and only if
b1,0 ≡3 b3,0 + b3,1.
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Remark 5.20 Kleinert gives a system of ties that describes the image of the absolute
Wedderburn embedding ZCm ✲
ωZ,m ∏
d|m Z[ζd] in terms of certain prime ideals of Z[ζd], d|m,
in case m is squarefree [Kl 81, p. 550].
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